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A Flexible Methodology for Optimal Helical Compression Spring Design.

Alistair Bentley1, Tim Hodges2, Jiahua Jiang3, Justin Krueger4, Saideep Nannapaneni5, Tianyu Qiu6

Problem Presenters: Jordan Massad7, Sean Webb8; Faculty Mentors: Ilse Ipsen9, Ralph Smith10

Abstract
The Helical compression spring is one of the most commonly used mechanical components in the world.

As a result, spring design is a commonly performed task in industry and would benefit from the development
of flexible tools that can answer the question of what make a spring design optimal would be beneficial. To
address this, we develop an intelligent supporting tool using an object-oriented design framework that provides
users the robustness needed to define and solve any spring design problem they require. In addition to our
tool interfacing with a graphic user interface, we supplement its flexibility with analytic tools. One such tool
provides global sensitivity analysis, and another provides a feasibility plot which helps the user determine if
their problem has a solution or if it should be redefined. We also include a model for stress relaxation, which is
a novel inclusion in the list of considerations for spring specifications. Both its unique flexibility and capability
and the analytic tools we provide to support it make our tool useful in defining, solving, and analyzing optimal
spring design problems.

1 Introduction

1.1 Acceleration Switch Example

Springs have many everyday uses, such as in cars, homes, gyms, and industry. For example, springs are used
in acceleration switches like the one seen in Figure 1. Their purpose in this instance is to close an electrical
circuit once the object carrying the switch reaches a certain acceleration. This mechanism provides power to
sensory equipment and data recorders for very precise amounts of time, and an application of its use is to
collect data from rocket sled experiments [1].

Figure 1: An example of an acceleration switch, see reference [1].
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These rocket sled tests include very high velocities and accelerations, and the experiments end with their
destruction upon impact. Since the test is not easily replicated, we must have the ability to consistently
and correctly collect data. This means we require that the spring in the acceleration switch must function
as expected to the forces exerted on it, and having a switch that is closed earlier or later than expected is
undesirable [2]. Designing a spring to behave as desired is a complicated problem that requires satisfying
numerous constraints on the spring’s physical properties. That the desired spring can vary depending on the
application further complicates the problem.

Spring design under these conditions amounts to a constrained optimization problem where certain prop-
erties of the spring may need to be maximized or minimized subject to bounds on some or all of the spring’s
other properties. Extending the scope beyond spring design for use in acceleration switches, which already
cover a vast spread of specific spring designs, results in even more possibilities for design specifications. Rather
than developing methods to solve these problems on an ad hoc basis, we develop to solve a wide variety of
spring design problems.

1.2 Optimal Spring Design

Designing an optimal spring is not a new problem. Brake et al. considered the design of an acceleration
switch with enabled uncertainty [2]. Alternatively, Sastry et al. implemented probabilistic response surface
methodology to investigate the complications of uncertainty in designing a spring [3]. Others have considered
the reduction of the optimization problem to focus on a single parameter [4]. Similar tools to the ones
mentioned above also exist [5].

Motivated by a workflow for the design process, we present an intelligent tool for building an optimal spring.
This tool is robust to a variety of spring design specifications and allows for optimization under uncertainty.
We promote user interactivity by interfacing our tool with a graphical user interface and providing a tool to
visualize the feasibility of a spring design. We also provide the ability to perform a global sensitivity analysis
with respect to a spring’s design variables. Finally, we add stress relaxation as a optional specification for
optimal spring design, which to our knowledge has never been included before.

In this manuscript we provide details for our novel and robust tool as follows. Section 2 formally defines
the spring design problem for helical compression springs. Section 3 outlines the workflow for optimal spring
design. Section 4 shares cases studies using our approach, and Section 5 summarizes our work and provides
suggestions for future work.

2 The Problem

To develop the optimal spring design tool, we first need to identify and define the problem. This section explains
the specific parameters and attributes relevant to optimal spring design, and then frames the optimization
problem in a mathematical context.

2.1 Helical Compression Springs

Helical compression springs, such as the one in Figure 2, are possibly the most recognizable type of spring and
are the spring of choice for this work.

Figure 2: An example of a helical compression spring [1].
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We can uniquely define a helical compression spring by a set of design parameters, which then determine
physical attributes of the spring [1]. Figures 3a and 3b provide visual representations for a few of the basic
parameters, and a complete list of parameters.

(a) The pitch, outer diameter, and length of a spring. (b) The inner diameter of a spring.

Figure 3: A subset of basic parameters for a helical compression spring.

Spring Design Parameters

Wire Diameter (dw) This is the diameter of the circular wire used to form the spring.

Inner Diameter (di) This is the diameter of the circle formed by the spring’s interior excluding the wire.
See Figure 3b.

Outer Diameter (do) This is the diameter of the circle formed by the spring including the wire, so
do = di + 2dw. See Figure 3a.

Total Coils (N t) This is the total number of 360 degree rotations formed by the spring coil. The value
does not have to be an integer.

Active Coils (Na) This is the number of coils that contribute to the force opposing any compression
force on the spring. The number of active coils depends on Nt and the spring’s end
conditions. If the end condition is closed the terminal coils of the spring are welded
to their adjacent coils and Na = Nt − 2. If the end condition is open, the terminal
coils of the spring are free and Na = Nt − 1. Note this relationship creates a lower
bound on the total number of coils.

Free Length (Lfree) This is the spring’s length without any force acting on it, i.e., the spring’s natural
length.

Open Length (Lopen) This is the spring’s resting length in its application. In the acceleration switch, for
example, it is the length of the spring in the switch when the switch is not in use.

Hard Length (Lhard) This is the minimum length a spring can compress to under a specified force. For the
acceleration switch example, the spring cannot compression beyond a certain point
under the applied forces because additional compression would reopen the circuit.

Solid Length (Lsolid) This is the spring’s length when its coils are completely compressed. The solid length
is Lsolid = Ntdw. Also, the lengths defined must satisfy Lsolid ≤ Lhard < Lopen ≤ Lfree.

Deflection (s) This is the amount the spring is compressed.

Pitch (p) This is the distance between coils. For coils with closed end conditions, p = Lfree−2dfree
Na

,

and for coils with open end conditions, p = Lfree

Na−1 . See Figure 3a.

Young’s Modulus (E) This describes the spring’s response to uniaxial stress and is one defining aspect of
the spring’s rigidity. Young’s modulus is also know as the modulus of elasticity.
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Poisson Ratio (ν) This is a measurement of how much the spring deforms in any two dimensions when
it is compressed in the third dimension.

Shear Modulus (G) This describes the spring’s response to shear stress and is another defining aspect
of the spring’s rigidity. The shear modulus is also known as the modulus of rigidity
and is G = E

2(1+ν) .

This list of parameters is not exhaustive, but the parameter set given here defines many common spring
attributes relevant to optimal spring design. We have a particular interest in the attributes listed below.

Spring Attributes

Spring Rate

k =
G

8Na

d4w
(di + dw)3

(1)

The spring rate measures the rigidity or stiffness of the spring.

Spring Index

C =
di
dw

+ 1 (2)

The spring index measures the ratio between the spring’s inner diameter and wire diameter and often is
proportional to the manufacturing cost for the spring [6].

Preload Force

Fopen = (Lfree − Lopen)k = (Lfree − Lopen)
G

8Na

d4w
(di + dw)3

Preload Force is the force applied to the spring while it is in the open position. For the acceleration
switch example, this is the force applied on the spring when the switch is not in use.

Coil Binding Gap

g =
Lhard − Lsolid

Nt − 1
(3)

Coil binding gap is the pitch of the spring when the spring is compressed to its hard length.

Buckling Slenderness Ratio

λ =
Lfree

di + dw

The buckling slenderness ratio measures the spring’s susceptibility to buckling under compression.

Maximum Shear Stress

τ =
G(Lfree − Lhard)

4πNa

[
dw(4d2i + 9.46didw + 3d2w)

di(di + dw)3

]
(4)

This expression approximates the maximum shear stress applied to the spring.

Diametral Expansion

dexpand = dw +

√
(di + dw)2 +

p2 − dw
π2

(5)

The diametral expansion is the measurement of how much the outer diameter of the spring increases as
the spring is compressed. The discriminant of the square root is necessarily nonnegative, so diametral
expansion can put additional constraints on the relationship between some parameters. Note also that
the formula for diametral expansion depends on the spring’s end conditions. The equation above is the
diametral expansion of a spring with closed end conditions, and the diametral expansion for a spring
with open end conditions is the solution of a cubic polynomial to complicated to show here.
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Stress Relaxation

φ =
2πNa(di + dw)2

Gsd4w

∫ dw

0

r2

((
2Gsr

πNa(di + dw)2

)−n

+
c

k
Gntk

)− 1
n

dr (6)

Stress relaxation measures how much the spring force decays in high temperature conditions under
constant compression for time t. This model formula is derived using the Norton-Bailey law where c,
n, and k are temperature dependent material specific constants. The inclusion of stress relaxation as
a spring attribute in optimal spring design is unique to our tool construction. We include a detailed
derivation of this formula in Section 6.

Considering this list of spring parameters and attributes, optimal spring design amounts to optimizing a
collection of parameters and attributes subject to the restrictions of design specifications. We formulate this
objective as a constrained optimization problem.

2.2 Constrained Optimization

Given an input of objectives and constraints on those objectives which are both defined by a set of design
variables, we can formulate the challenge of designing an optimal spring as a constrained optimization problem.
Without loss of generality, the formulation of such a problem is

min
x

F (x)

subject to G(x) ≤ 0,
(7)

Here, x is the set of independent variables for the problem. In the context of spring design the independent
variables are the spring parameters, which we also call design variables in the context of optimization. The
function F (x) is the objective function that we try to optimize. For spring design this function can consist
of a single spring attribute or any weighted linear combination of attributes. Lastly, the function G(x) is the
set of constraint functions restricting the optimization problem. For spring design, this set can consist of any
combination of bounds on the design variables and bounds on the spring attributes.

To solidify this formulation, consider the acceleration switch example provided in the introduction. Suppose
we wish to minimize the weighted sum of the spring rate (k) and the spring index (C) with respect to the
inner diameter (di) and wire diameter (dw) of the spring. Suppose we must satisfy a lower bound on the wire
diameter (dw,min), an upper bound on the inner diameter (di,max), and an additional constraint that the coil
binding gap (g) is greater than the value gmin. Composing this problem mathematically gives

min
di,dw

w1k + w2c

subject to

g + gmin ≤ 0,

−dw + dw,min ≤ 0,

di − di,max ≤ 0,

(8)

or equivalently,

min
di,dw

w1

(
G

8Na

d4w
(di + dw)3

)
+ w2

(
di
dw

+ 1

)

subject to

−Lhard − Lsolid

Nt − 1
+ gmin ≤ 0,

−dw + dw,min ≤ 0,

di − di,max ≤ 0,

(9)

where w1, w2, cmax, dw,min, di,max are known values.
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3 The Approach

Our approach follows the optimal spring design workflow illustrated in Figure 4. This is an iterative process
that receives a user specified problem, reformulates and solves the problem, and then returns a result for the
user to accept or decline. The remainder of this section expands upon the details of each element in this
diagram.

Figure 4: A workflow demonstrating the problem approach.

3.1 User Input

During the first step of our work flow, a spring designer (herein known as the user) presents an arbitrary spring
design problem. For instance, the user might be interested in building a spring to use in the acceleration
switch described in the introduction. Alternatively, the user might be interested in designing a spring for
shock absorption on a car. During this initial phase, any spring used in an industrial application could be
given as input.

3.2 Problem Definition

Generally, the user would like to optimize some of the spring attributes introduced in Section 2.1, while satis-
fying the problem’s physical design constraints. In the case of an acceleration switch example in Section 2.2,
the user would like to achieve the smallest possible weighted sum of spring rate (k) and spring index (C),
while satisfying the physical dimensions of the spring and the constraint on the coil binding gap g. Thus, the
next step in our workflow is to take the user input and formulate an optimization problem that includes an
objective, a set of design variables and constraints. For the acceleration switch, this results in the problem
defined in (9).

In order to run the design analysis, we place some restrictions on the form of this optimization problem.
First, the optimization’s objective function must be specified as a weighted sum of minimums and maximums.
While other methods for multi-criteria optimization exist, including these in our scheme has been left to future
work.
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Table 1: Variables and attributes that define a spring design.

Permissible Design Variables Permissible Attributes for Optimization
The spring’s natural length (Lfree) Spring Rate (k)
The spring’s resting length (Lopen) Spring Index (C)

Spring’s minimum compression length (Lhard) Preloaded Force (Fopen)
Total spring coil (Nt) Coil Binding Gap (g)

Spring’s inner diameter (di) Buckling Slenderness Ratio (λ)
Spring’s width diameter (dw) Shear Stress (τ)

Shear modulus (G) Diametral Expansion (dexpand)
Stress Relaxation (φ)
Outer Diameter (do)

The second restriction, based on discussions with engineers experienced with spring design, is to reduce
the set of design variables and optimization attributes to those in Table 1. The decision to limit the space
of design variables and objective functions is not a limitation of this method. Rather, it represents the set of
options currently available in our design library. If the user wishes to constrain or optimize an attribute that
is not part of the existing library, the flexibility to add it is available.

An example of this flexibility is our team’s integration of stress relaxation into the design process, which,
to our knowledge, no other spring design system has. After our team found an acceptable mathematical
formulation for stress relaxation as shown in 2.1, the function library was extended, allowing the user to
incorporate relaxation into any problem formulation.

In addition to the design variable and spring attribute libraries, we employed an object-oriented approach
to our software design to maximize the flexibility in our workflow. Object-oriented programming is an approach
to software design that centers around classes, which are data containers capable of performing a predefined set
of tasks. For example, our program has a Constraint class that includes the constraint’s function, and a way
to determine if the constraint is violated at a given point. For a few examples of classes, see Figures 5a and 5b.

(a) Spring class. (b) Objective and Constraint classes.

Figure 5: Examples of classes.

Using classes allow flexibility because the program’s algorithm are designed to operate on the classes. For
example, when the user inputs a new problem, the program generates an object with a specific objective
function and set of constraints, and proceeds to use this object for the remainder of the program run time.
Thus, our software can automatically convert the user problem into objects need for the optimizer to run.
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3.3 Feasibility

Once the user has set a problem, the next step is determining if a solution exists for the problem. This entails
determining if there is a region in the space of design variables such that all the constraints defined in the
problem are satisfied by points in this region. We call this region of interest the feasible region. Returning
to the acceleration switch example, the feasible region is the region defined by the three constraints in 9, i.e.,
−Lhard−Lsolid

Nt−1 + gmin ≤ 0, −dw + dw,min ≤ 0, and di − di,max ≤ 0. If the constraints are such that no feasible
region exists, then the problem is poorly defined and the user should modify it. To assess feasibility, we use
a Latin hypercube sampling method, which is designed to ensure sampling coverage over the entire domain.
This approach is used because the user defined constraints are very general in nature, e.g., they can be linear
or non-linear. Additionally, a graphical tool has been added to help the user analyze the problem’s feasible
region and the value of the objective function over the region. Using this tool, a plot with two or three state
variables displays the problem’s overall feasible region and the feasible region each individual constraint forms.
This allows users to identify the nature of the constraints in their problem.

3.4 Optimization

3.4.1 Global Optimization

Without loss of generality, we can formulated a constrained design optimization problem as it is written in (7).
Several optimization algorithms (both local and global) are available to solve the above optimization problem.
DIRECT is one of the most popular global search optimization algorithm [7, 8] and is what we use this spring
optimization problem.

The main idea of the DIRECT algorithm is that we normalize the domain to be a unit hypercube and
evaluate the function at the center point c of this hypercube and at points {c+ δ, c, c− δ} where δ is the size
of the hypercube. Then we choose the hypercube that contains the smallest function value and further divide
it into smaller hypercubes until we reach the global optimum. Because DIRECT is a sampling optimization
algorithm, it requires no additional information from the objective function, such as its gradient or Hessian,
and since it is a global algorithm, DIRECT does not require an initial point to begin optimization. Finally,
DIRECT is easy to implement in an automated software framework since it does not require the segregation
of linear and non-linear constraints.

3.4.2 Optimization Under Uncertainty

It is also essential to account for the variability in the manufacturing process, i.e., tolerances, in the design of
springs. We also refer to tolerance as error or uncertainty in the design variables. The tolerance for each of
the spring parameters is nominally assumed to be equal to one percent of the value of the variable. Thus, each
variable has a uniform distribution with unknown mean and variance, which dependent on the mean value.
The optimization formulation after accounting for tolerances can now be written as

min
x

E(F (x, d))

subject to

−Pr(gi(x, d) ≤ 0) + pit ≤ 0,

−Pr(x ≥ lbx) + plb ≤ 0,

−Pr(x ≤ ubx) + pub ≤ 0

(10)

where x and d represent the design variables with tolerances and non-design variables with tolerances, re-
spectively. The first constraint represents the probabilistic inequality constraint and the other constraints
represent the bounds for the design variables. Optimization with tolerance is a nested double loop process
where we carry out optimization in the outer loop, and in each iteration of optimization, we carry out re-
liability analysis in the inner loop using Monte Carlo sampling to check the probabilistic constraints. After
obtaining the optimum values of the means of the design variables, we obtain their corresponding probability
distributions since it is assumed that the variables follow uniform distributions with variances dependent on
the mean values.

Since the optimal design parameters are stochastic, the optimum value of the objective function, which is
a function of the optimum design variables is also stochastic. We obtain the probability distribution of the
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optimum value objective function from the probability distributions of the design variables through uncertainty
propagation analysis using Monte Carlo sampling. One random realization of each of the design parameters
when passed through the objective function provides one realization of the optimum value of the objective
function. Thus, we obtain several realizations of design variables, which result in several realizations of the
optimum value of the objective function. Using the realizations, we use the Gaussian kernel density approach
to construct the probability distribution.

3.5 Sensitivity Analysis

As the dimension of design variable space increases, the computational expense of the optimization procedure
increases. To reduce the computational expense, we try to shrink the design variable space by removing the
variables that have very little influence on the objective function. Thus, we require a dimension reduction
strategy. Dimension reduction approaches have been divided into two categories, the filter approach [9] and
the wrapper approach [10]. In the filter approach, we rank the input variables according to a ranking criterion,
and we select the most dominant variables by assuming a threshold influence value. In the wrapper approach,
we select a subset of variables from the list of all possible subsets of the input variables that best estimate
the output variable. We use sensitivity analysis, a filter approach, in this work for dimension reduction. Two
types of sensitivity analysis, local sensitivity analysis and global sensitivity analysis, have been developed in
the literature. The local sensitivity index of a variable measures the sensitivity of the model output when the
variable is fixed at a single value whereas the global sensitivity (GSA) index measures the variation of model
output when the variable is varied over its range [11]. We choose to use GSA as it considers the entire range
instead of conditioning at a point in computing the sensitivity to the output. Note that the input variables
represent the design variables and model represents the objective function. Consider an objective function, F
with n design variables x1, x2, ... xn given by

Y = F (x1, x2, ...xn). (11)

In GSA two types of indices can be calculated for each variable - first order index and total effects index.
The first-order index (SIi ) quantifies the uncertainty contribution of an input variable, without considering its
interactions with other variables, to the output variable uncertainty. Similarly, the total effects index (STi )
quantifies the uncertainty contribution of an input variable by considering its interactions with all variables,
to the output uncertainty. The expressions for the two sensitivity indices are given below as

SIi =
Vxi

(Ex−i
(Y |xi))

V (Y )
(12)

STi =
Ex−i

(Vxi
(Y |x−i))

V (Y )
(13)

Given a design range (lower and upper bounds), a variable can be assumed to be uniformly distributed in the
design range. For each variable, the first-order index is calculated and if it is less than an assumed threshold
value, then that variable is assumed insensitive and removed from the optimization procedure. A nested double
loop Monte Carlo sampling approach is adopted for computation of sensitivity indices. Note that sensitivity
analysis requires a considerable computational expense and therefore may be carried out in high dimensional
design optimization problems. In problems with lower number of design variables, the sensitivity analysis can
be avoided and directly perform design optimization.

3.6 Post Processing

Once the optimization process and perhaps sensitivity analysis are complete, the user must decide how to
move forward. If the results can satisfy the user, the process can move forward to the manufacturing of the
spring. If the results are not acceptable, the user must either decide to move on from the problem or return
to a previous step in the workflow and make modifications. Returning to a point in the workflow, could
mean performing more analysis on the problem as defined and returning to the optimization step with slight
modifications. It could also mean redefining the problem completely and starting the optimization process
from the beginning.
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4 Computational Experiments

To demonstrate the workflow for optimal spring design and the robustness of our tools, we include two case
studies. We present enough information in each case study to replicate the studies if desired.

4.1 Case 1:

Objectives: Minimize spring rate and spring index.

Constraints: Inner diameter and outer diameter relation, relation on the inner, wire, and outer
diameters, coil binding gap, buckling slenderness, and maximum shear stress.

Design Variables: di, dw, and Nt

4.1.1 User Input

Table 2: Fixed parameters for Case 1.

Name Value
G 77 GPa

UTS .7GPa
gmin .5 mm
kmax 20
Cmax 10
Lfree 85.5 mm
Lhard 20 mm

4.1.2 Problem Definition

min
di,dw,Nt

0.5×
(

k

kmax

)
+ 0.5× (

C

Cmax
)

subject to

di + 2× dw ≤ 60× 10−3mm

gmin −
Lhard −Ntdw

Nt − 1
≤ 0

Lfree

di + dw
− π

√
2(2ν + 1)

ν + 2
≤ 0

G(Lfree − Lhard)

4π(Nt − 2)

[
dw(4d2i + 9.46didw + 3d2w)

di(di + dw)3

]
− UTS ≤ 0

20× 10−3mm ≤ di ≤ 30× 10−3mm

1× 10−3mm ≤ dw ≤ 5× 10−3mm

9 ≤ Nt ≤ 17

(14)

In this case study, x is a 3× 1 vector, where x1, x2 and x3 represents the inner diameter (di), wire diameter
(dw) and total number of coils Nt respectively.
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4.1.3 Feasibility

Figure 6: Feasibility region for case 1.

4.1.4 Sensitivity

Table 3: Sobol Indices for Case 1.

Variable Sobol Index
di 0.16
dw 0.61
Nt 0.02

From the sensitivity indices, it can be observed that all the design variables have significant influence on the
objective function; therefore no dimension reduction is implemented for design optimization.

4.1.5 Optimization

As stated in Section 3.4, DIRECT algorithm is used for optimization and the optimum design point is obtained
as

xopt =

 .03
.001
17


Therefore, the optimum inner diameter(di), optimum wire diameter (dw), and optimum number of coils (Nt)
are 30mm, 1mm and 17, respectively.
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4.2 Case 2:
Objectives: Minimize spring rate and spring index.

Constraints: Relation on inner, wire, and outer diameter, diametral expansion, coil binding gap,
buckling slenderness, and maximum shear stress, stress relaxation.

Design Variables: di, dw, and Nt

4.2.1 User Input Table 4: Fixed parameters for Case 2.

Name Value
G 77 GPa

UTS .7GPa
gmin .5 mm
kmax 20
Cmax 10
Lfree 85.5 mm
Lhard 20 mm

Norton Bailey c 3.5× 10−6

Norton Bailey n 1.5
Norton Bailey k 1

Minimum Stress Relaxation 0.85
Deflection s 30 mm

Time Stress Relaxation t 3× 106

Stress Relaxation Gsr 60 GPa

4.2.2 Problem Definition
min

di,dw,Nt

0.5×
(

k

kmax

)
+ 0.5× (

C

Cmax
)

subject to

di + 2× dw ≤ 60× 10−3mm

gmin −
Lhard −Ntdw

Nt − 1
≤ 0

Lfree

di + dw
− π

√
2(2ν + 1)

ν + 2
≤ 0

dw +

√
(di + dw)2 +

p2 − dw
π2

− dmaxo < 0

G(Lfree − Lhard)

4π(Nt − 2)

[
dw(4d2i + 9.46didw + 3d2w)

di(di + dw)3

]
− UTS ≤ 0

4

Gsrθd4w

∫ dw

0

r2
(

(Gsrθr)
−n +

c

k
Gsrnt

k
)− 1

n

dr ≥ .85

where, θ =
2s

πNa(di + dw)2

20× 10−3mm ≤ di ≤ 30× 10−3mm

1× 10−3mm ≤ dw ≤ 5× 10−3mm

9 ≤ Nt ≤ 17

(15)

Similar to the first case study, x is a 3× 1 vector, where x1, x2 and x3 represents the inner diameter (di), wire
diameter (dw) and total number of coils Nt, respectively.
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4.2.3 Feasibility

Figure 7: Feasibility region for case 1.

4.2.4 Sensitivity Table 5: Sobol indices for Case 2.

Variable Sobol Index
di 0.19
dw 0.64
Nt 0.02

From the sensitivity indices, it can be observed that all the design variables have significant influence on the
objective function; therefore no dimension reduction is implemented for design optimization.

4.2.5 Optimization

As stated in Section 3.4, DIRECT algorithm is used for optimization and the optimum design point is obtained
as

xopt =

 .03
.001
17


Therefore, the optimum inner diameter(di), optimum wire diameter (dw), and optimum number of coils (Nt)
are 30 mm, 1 mm and 17, respectively. Even though an additional constraint about stress relaxation is
added, the optimum solution remained the same. Therefore, the assumed stress relaxation constraint does not
influence the optimum solution.
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5 Summary and Future Work

We developed an intelligent tool for the design of helical compression springs. The key highlights of this
tool are: One, it allows for flexible optimization, which enables design of springs with interchanging objective
functions and constraints. Two, it can incorporate stress relaxation in the design process, which to our
knowledge has never been done. Three, it provides a feasibility design space given the constraints. Four, it
can provide the global sensitivity indices of the design variables to the objective function.

Some limitations of the approach outlined are as follows. The choice of optimization and sensitivity analysis
are fixed, however, they are modularized to allow a different optimization routine and sensitivity analysis to
be incorporated. Given the amount of flexibility that is enabled, a user will have to be able to decide if a
infeasible solution is due to user error.

More analysis of the stress relaxation and creep could result in better performance when using those
conditions. Analysis on models of stress relaxation and their performance in our model would be beneficial
for both our design, and could further understanding of stress relaxation and creep.

In this work, the DIRECT algorithm for global optimization is used for the design of springs. Also,
computational experiments have been carried to perform design optimization considering tolerances in design
variables but not incorporated in the design tool; this is an future work of importance. Other future work
is to considering faster single-loop techniques, faster analytical and sampling techniques such as First Order
Reliability Methods (FORM), and Importance sampling need to be considered

6 Appendix

6.1 Basics Regarding Stress Relaxation and Creep

A rocket mounted spring is expected to deliver normal mechanical output under extreme temperatures. The
analysis of creep behavior helps us design a spring to meet the requirements under rough conditions.

Creep is the strain increase under constant stress, usually activated by high temperatures. Three mecha-
nisms have been proposed to account for the phenomenon: dislocation slip and climb, grain boundary sliding
and diffusional flow. We focus on the creep caused by the dislocation mechanism. The material’s creep ten-
dency is determined by a creep test. During a test, the spring is kept at 0.3 − 0.5Tm (Tm is the melting
temperature of the material) and loaded by a constant tensile force.

Conventionally, creep can be divded into 3 stages. In the first stage (primary/ reduced/trasient) ,the creep
strain rate decreases to a certain value(minimum creep rate). The second stage(secondary/steady/stationary
creep) is characterized by a nearly constant creep rate(minimum creep rate). In the third stage(tertiary creep),
the creep strain rates increases rapidly and leads to rupture. The first stage is usually reversible with time
after unloading, while the second/third ones are not. Since the primary creep occurs in a short duration and
the tertiary one leads quickly to rupture, the secondary creep is under most serious consideration in many
engineering designs.

Another common test to determine the material’s susceptibility to high temperature is called stress relax-
ation. During the test the load is continuously decreased in such a way that the initial strain remains constant.
The mechanism is more or less the same as that of creep.

6.2 Creep rate law of material

The starting point is the assumption that the creep rate may be described as a product of three separate
functions of stress, temperature and time

εcr(σ, T, t) = fσ(σ)fT (T )ft(t)

The widely used functions of stress fσ(σ) are ([12]):
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aσn Norton, 1929, Bailey, 1929

b
(

exp σ
σ0
− 1
)

Soderberg, 1936

a sinh σ
σ0

Prandtl, 1928, Nadai, 1938, McVetty, 1943

a1σ
n1 + a2σ

n2 Johnson et al., 1963

a sinh
(
σ
σ0

)n
Garofalo, 1965

where a, b, a1, a2, σ0, n1, n2 are material constant. The dependence on the temperature fT (T ) is usually
expressed by the Arrhenius law

fT (T ) = exp

(
−Q
RT

)
where Q and R denote the activation energy and the Boltzmann’s constant.

The time dependence part ft(t) is assumed to be ([13]):
t secondary creep
btm Bailey
(1 + bt1/3) exp kt Andrade∑
j ajt

mj Graham and Walles
For simplicity, we are going to only use the Norton-Bailey law and ignore any dependence on the temper-

ature since the temperature is constant.

6.3 Stress Relaxation of Helical Springs

The following section is based on the paper([14]). Due to conservation of the total shear strain, the sum of
the creep strain εcr’s rate of change and that of elastic shear strain εel is zero:

ε̇cr + ε̇el = 0

Dot is meant as differentiation in time. The elastic shear strain is related to the shear stress by shear modulus
G: εel = σ/G and taking the derivative with time on both sides, we arrive at

ε̇el = σ̇/G

According to Norton-Bailey law(also known as time hardening law),

ε̇cr(t) = cσn+1tk−1 (16)

where c is the shear strain rate, n, k are temperature dependent material constants.
Substituting the above two equations to the conservation law,

σ̇(t)/G+ cσ(t)n+1tk−1 = 0 (17)

The initial condition is
σ(0) = Gθr

where θ is the initial twist angle per unit length, r the radius of wire.

σ =
(

(Gθr)−n +
c

k
Gntk

)− 1
n

The torque can be written as

M(t) = 2π

∫ dw

0

r2σ(r, t) dr

M(0) =
1

2
Gπθd4w

where dw is the wire diameter.
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Since the spring load is linearly related the torque Pz(t) ∝M(t), given the constant deflection s,

Pz(t)

Pz(0)
=
M(t)

M(0)
=

4

Gθd4w

∫ dw

0

r2
(

(Gθr)−n +
c

k
Gntk

)− 1
n

dr

where

θ =
2s

πNa((di + do)/2)2

The integral has no endpoint singularity and can be integrated to high order precision using the Gauss
quadrature formula. The closer this quantity is to 1, the better the spring quality is. We notice that a
seemingly simpler form has been presented in the paper.

2F1

(
4

n
,

1

n
;

4 + n

n
;
cθnGn+1ntk

k

dnw
2n

)
which we find to yield unrealistic values due to divergence issues.

6.4 Creep of Helical Springs

This section is based on the paper([15]). The starting point is still the Norton-Bailey law (16). There is
naturally another way to write the shear strain rate:

ε̇cr = θ̇r =
8ṡr

πNa(di + do)2

We obtain σ from substiting the above equation into Norton-Bailey law. Given the constant spring force P 0
z ,

P 0
z di +

do
4

= M(0) = 2π

∫ dw

0

r2σ(r, t) dr =
π

4

n+ 1

4 + 3n

(
8d4+3n

w ṡ

tk−1(di + do)2πNac(di + do)2

) 1
n+1

It can be deduced that the spring length s follows

s(t) = s(0) +

(
(di + do)P 0

z

π

4 + 3n

n+ 1

)n+1
π(di + do)2Nac

8kd4+3n
w

tk

where s(0) is the initial spring length. The less the difference of the spring length s(t)− s(0), the better the
spring quality is.
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Abstract

We present and compare three models of the Ebola outbreak in Liberia during 2014-2015 and examine the
effect of international intervention. We utilize both system dynamics and agent-based approaches. We show
that the basic reproduction number of the disease is greater than one before intervention and decreases
to less than one after intervention, implying eventual eradication of the disease. We demonstrate that the
probability of an outbreak varies depending on the population size and that even for large populations
there is a 70% chance of an outbreak if only one person gets exposed to the disease. In addition, if an
outbreak is not contained in the early stages and the individuals do not change their behavior as the virus
prevails, over 90% of population contract the disease and about 50% of the population dies because of it.
Effective intervention may decrease both figures to be less than 1%. When including spatial movement in
the agent-based setting, we conclude that outbreaks can be less severe due to the population not being
well-mixed, the spread between community members is the highest proportion of transmission, and that
the common practice of touching the deceased at a funeral accounts for a significant portion of disease
contractions (13% in the model).

1 Introduction

The massive outbreak of Ebola in Africa in the past two years has generated interest in modeling the spread
of disease for the purpose of predicting such outbreaks and determining how to prevent them in the future. In
this paper, we focus on the spread of Ebola through Liberia in 2014-2015, due to the availability of relevant
data for cases of Ebola infections in Liberia in the literature. Using properly calibrated parameters, our models
can be used to consider other countries or diseases to predict and prevent outbreaks.

Ebola was first discovered in 1976. Between 1976 and 2014, there were 34 recorded occurrences of Ebola
reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Until 2014, only small outbreaks occurred, with
less than 500 reported deaths per outbreak – 11 such outbreaks had less than 10 recorded deaths, and 15
outbreaks had less than 65 deaths [4]. In contrast, the 2014 outbreak has taken thousands of lives over the
past two years and has received extensive media coverage.

Earlier outbreaks of Ebola were contracted in Central Africa, where it was first discovered, but the current
outbreak took place in West Africa. The early symptoms are flu-like – fever, headache, fatigue, and joint pain
– which may have initially masked the identity of the virus, because other common diseases to the area, such as
HIV and Malaria, share these symptoms. As the Ebola virus progresses through an individual, he experiences
abdominal pain, diarrhea, vomiting, and rashes. The virus is contracted through direct contact with bodily
fluids (e.g. blood, saliva, urine, fecal matter) and physical objects contaminated by such fluids, and once the
virus is contracted, the incubation period may last up to two weeks making tracking difficult [2]. A variety
of cultural and economic factors has also contributed to the spread of the disease: lack of medical centers
and poor sanitation practices in such centers, distrust of western medicine, poverty of local governments and
individuals, and physical contact with the deceased in traditional burial ceremonies[10].

We model the spread of Ebola with both system-based and agent-based models. In the system-based
model, the population is divided into compartments (or states). As time progresses, people flow from one
compartment into another. These dynamics are described by differential equations. One of the most well-
known system-based models is the SIR model which involves three states: susceptible (S), infected (I) and
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3Department of Operations Research and Information Engineering, Cornell University
4Program of Applied Mathematics, University of Arizona
5Department of Bio-engineering, University of Illinois at Chicago
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7Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Lincoln Laboratory
8Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Meredith College
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recovered (R). From this, other models are generated with more compartments. In the case of Ebola, Lekone
and Finkenstd [7] consider a four-compartment model, inserting an “exposed” state between the susceptible
and infected states. A six-compartment model, presented by Legrand [6] and Rivers [12], differentiates between
the disease spread rates in the community, at hospitals and medical centers, and at funerals.

In contrast to system-based models, agent-based models are concerned with the behavior of a typical
individual and probabilistic events rather than the deterministic behavior of the overall system. In such
models, each individual has a state and the individual transitions to other states probabilistically at each time
step. Agent-based models for Ebola in the previous literature include Siettos et al. [13] and Merler et al.[8].
A variety of models examine the effectiveness of intervention measures, including contact tracing by Webb et
al. [14] and incorporating travel restrictions by Poletto et al. [11].

This paper presents a seven-compartment model, used in both the system and agent-based dynamics. We
show that an intervention can cause the trajectory of the spread of the disease to change significantly. The
deterministic model predicts that over 50% of the population who would have died from the disease never
contract it due to intervention. The probabilistic model also reveals similar results.

In Section 2 we present the seven-compartment model and discuss assumptions and parameters used
throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the system-based model and calibrates parameters used for the rest
of the paper. Sections 4 and 5 present agent-based models, the former based on the flows of the system-based
model and the latter incorporating spatial movement of individuals. In Section 6 we summarize the results
and discuss future extensions of the models and approaches.

2 Methods

The system-based and agent-based models use the same seven classes and transitions. Here we present the
seven-compartment model as well as the shared assumptions and parameters between the models.

2.1 Compartment-State Definition

Based on the model and parameters published by Rivers et al.[12], this model divides the population into seven
compartments: susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected (I), recovered (R), hospitalized (H), funeralized (F), and
dead (D) individuals. The permissible transitions are as pictured in Figure 1. Susceptible individuals may
become exposed if they come into contact with an infected individual, initiating a transition to the infected
state after the incubation period of the disease. Once infected, individuals acquire the capacity to infect
others. Some infected individuals may be hospitalized. There are two possible outcomes for the unhospitalized
infected individuals and the hospitalized individuals: they may die, with a probability of infecting other people
during the resulting funeral, after which they are buried and no longer affect others, or they may recover.
Employing separate states for recovered and dead individuals, although both are removed from affecting the
future dynamics of the disease, allows the tracking of the severity of disease.

S E I R

FD H

Figure 1: The seven-compartment model of susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected (I), recovered (R), hospi-
talized (H), funeralized (F), and dead (D) individuals. Flows or probabilistic transitions of individuals are
allowed between states as indicated by arrows.
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2.2 Assumptions and Parameters

We assume that no births or deaths occur during the modeled time period, other than the deaths related to
Ebola. The relevant parameters are listed in Table 1 and Table 3, with the latter calibrated for Liberia.

Parameter Value Reference

Incubation Period (tP ) 11 days [9]
Duration of Traditional Funeral (tF ) 2 days [12]
Time of Infection to Recovery (tI) 10 days [12]
Time from Infection to Death (tD) 8 days [12]

Case Fatality Rate, Unhospitalized (δ1) 0.5 [9]
Case Fatality Rate, Hospitalized (δ2) 0.5 [9]

Table 1: Model Parameters for Ebola Epidemic in Liberia with literature citations.

3 System Dynamics

We use a system of differential equations to model the dynamics between the states listed in Section 2.1. The
diagram of the described compartment model, with compartments and flows, is depicted on Figure 2.

Figure 2: The compartment model from Section 2.1 with flow parameters. All possible flows are specified by
the arrows and parameters.

The governing equations of the system dynamics shown above are the following:

dS

dt
= −βISI + βHSH + βFSF

N
(1)

dE

dt
=
βISI + βHSH + βFSF

N
− γPE (2)

dI

dt
= γPE − [γHθ + γI(1− θ)(1− δ1) + γD(1− θ)δ1]I (3)

dH

dt
= γHθI − [γHDδ2 + γHR(1− δ2)]H (4)

dF

dt
= γD(1− θ)δ1I + γHDδ2H − γFF (5)

dR

dt
= γI(1− θ)(1− δ1)I + γHR(1− δ2)H (6)

dD

dt
= γFF (7)

The γ terms refer to the reciprocal of their respective time periods. The interpretations of tP , tF , tI , and tD
can be found in Table 1; tH refers to the time from infection to hospitalization; and tHD and tHR refer to the
time from hospitalization to death and recovery, respectively. The case fatality rates, δ1 for unhospitalized
individuals and δ2 for hospitalized individuals, are found in Table 1, and θ refers to the probability that a case
is hospitalized. The effective contact rates, βI , βH , and βF , are the numbers of infections resulting from the
I, H, and F compartments per unit time. Here SI/N , SH/N , and SF/N represent the number of possible
contacts between the susceptible compartment and the infected, hospitalized, and funeralized compartments,
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and hence multiply the contact rates in Equations 1 and 2. In Figure 2, we define λ = (βII+βHH+βFF )/N ,
a combination of the β contact rates shown in Table 1 and 3. The equations described obey total conservation,
guaranteeing that the total of the compartment values remains constant. This can be seen by adding all terms
on the right-hand sides, which sum to 0.

Equation 1 describes the change with respect to time of the susceptible population. The transition from S
to E depends on βISI + βHSH + βFSF , which is the contact rate with the compartments I, H and F (all of
which are infectious), and the respective number of value of each compartment.

Equation 2 describes the change in the exposed compartment. This depends on the flow leaving S and the
flow from E to I normalized by the incubation period tP .

Equation 3 describes the change in the infected compartment, which adds the flow from E. Flows out of
compartment I include the flow from I to H, which is given by the product of the transition rate from I to H and
the probability of hospitalization hospitalized; in the same way, subtracting the individuals that transitions
from I to R, given by the product of the duration of infection rate, the probability a case is not hospitalized
and the death rate of an unhospitalized case. Finally substracting the individuals that transitions from I to F
, given by the product of the transition rate from Infected to Dead, the probability a case is not hospitalized
and the death rate of an unhospitalized case.

Equation 4 describes the changes in the hospitalized patients. It depends on the number of individuals
that transition from I to H, given by the product of the transition rate from infected to hospitalized and the
probability a case is hospitalized; substracting the individuals than transitions from H to D, given by the
product of the transition rate from hospitalized to Dead and the death rate of a hospitalized case, and finally,
susbtracting the people that transitions from H to R, which is given by the product of the transition rate from
I to R and the survival rate of an hospitalized case.

Equation 5 describes the changes in the funeralized compartment. Depending on the number of individuals
that transitions from I to D, which is given by the product of the transition rate from I to D, the probability a
case is not hospitalized and the death rate of an unhospitalized case. Adding the people who transitions from
H to F , which is given by the product of the transition rate from H to D and the death rate of an hospitalized
case. Finally substracting the individuals who already have been buried.

Equation 6 describes the changes in the recovered compartment. Depending on the transition from I to
R, which is given by the product of the duration of infection rate, the probability a case is not hospitalized
and the survival rate of an unhospitalized rate. Adding the individuals who transitions from H to I, which is
given by the product of the transition rate from I to H and the survival rate of a hospitalized case.

Equation 7 describes the changes on the dead compartment, which solely depends on the rate of duration
of a traditional funeral.

3.1 Parameter Calibration

The parameter values which represent biological processes (α, γI , γD, δ1, δ2) or social customs (γF ) were at-
tained from the literature [11, 14], while the parameters which represent social behavior (P = {βI , βH , βF , γH , θ})
depend on the region (see Tables 1 and 3 and Equations 1 to 7 for the parameter definitions). The parameters
γDH and γIH are also unknown, but we assume the following relation with known parameters: 1/γDH=1/γD-
1/γH and 1/γIH=1/γI -1/γH . Here, we calibrate P based on our systematic model (Equations 1-7) and the
data of cumulative deaths in Liberia from March 2014 to July 2015 from World Health Organization (WHO)
[3].

3.2 Bayesian Calibration Framework

We use Bayesian methodology to calibrate the unknown system parameters. This method is utilized in
many calibrations of complicated systems owing to its merit that little or no information of the parameter
values is needed for its usage. The calibration procedure starts from choosing a distribution in the space of
parameters. This distribution, the “prior distribution” (D0), can be a simple distribution such as uniform
or other intuitively chosen parametric distribution. Based on the available data and mathematical setup, we
evaluate the likelihood weight for the samples from D0 with which we update the “posterior distribution”
(D1). Multiple updates (D1 to D2, D2 to D3, ...) facilitate a more accurate distribution.
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To calibrate the unknown parameters (P), we started from an uniform prior distribution in the range
determined based on numerical exploration and other papers (see Table 2) [12].

βI βH βF γH θ

(0, 0.5) (0, 0.5) (0, 1) (2, 7) (0, 0.5)

Table 2: Range of the prior parameter space

To each random choice (P0) from the prior distribution, we assigned a likelihood weight by comparing the
World Health Organization (WHO) data reports (DR) to the data simulated with P0 (DS) from the system-
based model. Repeating this method, we build the posterior distribution for P. In this methodology, we
provide multiple likely parameter sets, rather than a single best fit, by listing the mean as well as the standard
deviation of suggested parameter values. The algorithm for the parameter calibration is:

Step 1) Choose a random P0 from the prior distribution.
Step 2) Solve the deterministic system (Equations 1-7) with P0 and given initial value {S0, E0, I0, H0, D0, R0},

then evaluate DS = {D(ti)} for all dates {ti} corresponding to the cumulative death data (DR).
Step 3) Evaluate likelihood of P0: exp (−‖DR −DS‖2/‖DR‖2).
Repeat Steps 1-3 to generate parameter and likelihood estimates. Generate the posterior distribution using

these weights.

3.2.1 Results and validation

We applied our systematic model and calibration method to the Ebola spread in Liberia during 2014-2015.
Two sets of cumulative mortality data (pre-intervention and post-intervention) were used to calibrate pre-
and post-intervention parameters, respectively. We assume that about a fourth (1 million) of Liberia’s total
population (4.3 million [1]) are involved in the model, and that the rest of the population do not have any
chance of acquiring the disease due to geographical location or behavioral reasons. For the calibration of
pre-intervention parameters, we used the data from 176 days (March 2014 to September 2014) and initial
values {S0, E0, I0, H0, F0, D0, R0}={106 − 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} assuming that the initial outbreak started from a
single infected person. The calibration of post-intervention parameters is based on the data from 306 days
(September 2014 to July 2015) and initial values {S[176], E[176], I[176], H[176], F [176], D[176], R[176]} which
are evaluated from the calibrated parameter means P for pre-intervention. Each calibration used 10,000
random samples.

Parameter Pre-Intervention Post-Intervention

(Mar 2014 to Sept 2014) (Sept 2014 to July 2015)

Contact Rate, Community (βI) 0.148 (0.0953) 0.0446 (0.0338)
Contact Rate, Hospital (βH) 0.235 (0.143) 0.0877 (0.0563)
Contact Rate, Funeral (βF ) 0.465 (0.287) 0.283 (0.208)

Time from Infection to Hospitalization (tH) 4.49 (1.44) days 4.63 (1.43) days
Time from Hospitalization to Death (tHD) 3.51 (1.44) days 3.51 (1.43) days

Time from Hospitalization to Recovery (tHR) 5.51 (1.44) days 5.51 (1.43) days
Probability a Case is Hospitalized (θ) 0.248 (0.142) 0.233 (0.145)

Table 3: Calibrated parameters for Ebola epidemic in Liberia. Posterior mean and standard deviation (in
parentheses) are listed for pre-intervention and post-intervention calibrations.

Calibration results are shown in Table 3. By observing the posterior mean of the two calibrations, we
conclude that our calibration reasonably predicts decreased transmission rates (βI , βH , βF ) post-intervention.
See Figure 3 for the differences of these parameters; the step function pictured is used when running the
systems model. The parameters for time until hospitalization (γH) and the probability a case hospitalized (θ)
were calibrated to have the same approximate value pre- and post-intervention. This may be reasonable if,
for example, the hospital capacity is insufficient to handle the increasing number of cases. It also tells shows
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that the system dynamics are more sensitive to the changes in βI , βH , and βF compared to the changes in γH
and θ.

We validated our calibration in Figure 4, which shows a good fit between the used cumulative death data
and the systems model using the calculated parameter means. This figure shows a comparison between the
proposed model and World Health Organization reported data. The forecast predicts that after the system
reaches an equilibrium, the percentage of deaths in Liberia as a result of Ebola would be approximately 0.5%.
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Figure 3: β step function

3.3 Simulation

Insight Maker is a powerful online tool used to model and simulate complex systems. It utilizes different
approaches, such as System Dynamics, Agent-Based Modeling and imperative programming. Insight Maker
permits construction of a graphical model to forecast the system response [5]. We used the InsightMaker
platform to prototype our model and simulate stepping forward through time. More details about the platform
and its functionality can be found in Fortmann-Roe’s review.

The compartment S was initialized with a value of 999,999, and the compartment I with 1, meaning that
there is one infected individual per every million individuals; the rest of the compartments were set to zero
as an initial condition. The flows between the compartments are given in the equations and all the other
parameters were initialized as shown in Tables 1 and 3. As mentioned at the beginning of the section, the
parameters were calibrated in two stages, before and after the international intervention. According with the
time frame proposed, the change in the parameters was also implemented in Insight Maker. The links to the
online models can be found on [15] and [16].

After modeling the system with the parameters before the intervention, it can be observed in Figure 5 how
the total population decreases by 54% if there is no intervention and the each of the parameters continue to
be the same. The number of susceptible individuals decays exponentially, converging to 7% of the population,
while exposed, infected, hospitalized and funeral comparments converges to zero; finally, after the system
stabilizes, the final proportion of deaths would be 53%.

As mentioned before, five parameters were calibrated for the second stage of the Ebola outbreak, namely,
community contact rate (βI), hospital contact rate (βH), funeral contact rate (βF ), time until hospitalization
(γH) and probability a case is hospitalized (θ). Figure 6 focuses on E, I, R, H , F and D compartments,
showing that the international intervention causes a dramatic change in the behavior of such compartments,
meaning that the virus was controlled.

Figure 7 shows another visualization of our simulation through a phase portrait of S + R vs. D. By
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Figure 4: WHO data plotted with the simulated results using the calibrated parameters. Dots represent
cumulative death data and the lines represent simulation based on mean posterior parameters. Blue: pre-
intervention; red: post-intervention.
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Figure 5: Simulation results using the parameters of the first stage (Mar 2014 to Sept 2014) assuming no
intervention

observing the figure, we can see that the fraction of survived population after an outbreak, S +R, converges
to 46%, and the fraction of dead converges to 54% without intervention. However, with intervention on 176th
day, the S+R and D converge to 99.5% and 0.487×10−3%, respectively. The significant effect of intervention
observed here can be analyzed by the basic reproduction number (R0). Note R0 is a indicator telling if the
infection will spread (if R0 > 1) or die out (if R0 < 1). From on [6], R0 is 1.99(> 1) before intervention, but
reduces to 0.786(< 1) after intervention.
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Figure 6: Parameters of the second stage ( Sept 2014 to July 2015).
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Figure 7: Phase portrait of Susceptible + Recovered vs. Dead. Blue: without intervention; red: with
intervention; and dots: where the phase converges (equilibrium)
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4 Agent-Based Dynamics

The next model we consider is an agent-based model. Each individual in the population can be in one of
seven states discussed above: susceptible, exposed, infected, hospitalized, funeral, recovered or dead. The flow
between two states is a probability of transition from one state to another for a typical individual. We represent
our model in Figure 8. In each time step a typical individual who is susceptible can either transition to an
exposed state with probability pSE or stay susceptible with probability pSS . An individual in the exposed
state transitions to infected with probability pEI and stays exposed with probability pEE . An individual
who is infected can stay infected, recover, go to a hospital, or die and transition to the funeral state with
probabilities pII , pIR, pIH and pIF , respectively. Recovery is considered a terminal state so individuals in this
state stay in it for the remainder of the simulation. Hospitalized individuals may stay hospitalized, transition
to recovered or funeral with probabilities pHH , pHR and pHF . We assume that the individual who dies from
Ebola remains infectious through the duration of the entire burial ceremony and no precautions are taken
against disease transmission. Buried individuals are considered noninfectious.

S E I R

D F H
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pSS

pEI

pEE

pIR

pIF
pIH

pII
pRR

pFD

pFF

pHR

pHH

pHF

pDD

Figure 8: Spread of the disease: Agent-based model. Each node represents a typical individual’s state. An
individual can transition to a state to which he is connected by a directed arc with a probability specified on
an arc.

We let N be the total number of individuals in a population, NI be the total number of individuals in the
infected state, NH be the total number of individuals in the hospitalized state and NF be the total number of
individuals in the funeral state. We define and present numeric values of individual’s probability of transition
for each state in Table 4. In calculating the probabilities we used parameters found in Table 1 and Table 3.

4.1 Simulation

We consider a population of size 1000 with 999 individuals starting in a susceptible state and 1 individual
in the exposed state. This means that the scale of our probabilistic model is different from the scale of the
system-based model so that there is not necessarily a direct correspondence between the results. Numeric
probabilities of an individual transitioning from each state are recorded in Table 4. One-hundred Monte Carlo
simulations were performed and the results were averaged to estimate an outcome of the disease. We define
an outbreak as an event in which 2% or more of the population contracts the disease. If only one individual is
exposed to the disease in a population of 1000, there is about 30% chance that the outbreak does not happen
(27/100 trials). However, once the cumulative proportion of the exposed individuals reaches 1%, the virus
affects more than 90% of the population. A histogram of the simulation outcomes is depicted in Figure 9.

We note that the simulations reach their stationary state before t = 300. We plot the result of 100
simulations in Figure 10. In a number of simulations, no outbreak of Ebola is observed. However there are
many cases which show catastrophic disease. In the disastrous case, on average, 93% of the population contract
the disease and 50% die from it.

If there is no outbreak, the infected agent may or may not infect another agent in the population. However,
most people remain in the susceptible state because the infected individual recovers or dies before infecting
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Parameter Definition Liberia Before Intervention Liberia After Intervention
(Mar 2014 to Sept 2014) (Sept 2014 to Jul 2015)

pSE βINI/N + βHNH/N + βFNF /N Dynamic Dynamic
pSS 1− pSE Dynamic Dynamic
pEE 1− 1/tP 0.9091 0.9091
pEI 1/tP 0.0909 0.0909
pII 1/tI 0.1 0.1
pIH 1/tH 0.2227 0.2160
pIF 1/tD 0.125 0.125
pIR 1− pII − pIH − pIF 0.5523 0.559
pHF 1/tDH 0.2849 0.2849
pHR 1/tIH 0.1815 0.1815
pHH 1− pHF − pHR 0.5336 0.5336
pFF 1/tF 0.5 0.5
pFD 1− pFF 0.5 0.5
pRR 1 1 1
pDD 1 1 1

Table 4: Agent-based Model Parameters for Ebola Epidemic in Liberia with and without the International
Intervention.
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Figure 9: Histogram showing the outcome of 100 simulations: 21 trials experience no outbreak.

enough people to cause an outbreak. The proportion of the population that gets Ebola is low, so all seven
states stay relatively constant over time.

On the other hand, if the infected agent contacts many people while infected (I), hospitalized (H), or in a
funeral state (F) before transitioning to state D or R, there is a an outbreak of the disease. A typical outbreak
is depicted in Figure 11. The proportion of agents who contract the disease grows exponentially until t = 125.
That is also the time at which the proportion of the population in states I, H, and F is the highest. After
that, the population does not have enough susceptible agents to spread the disease causing the proportion of
exposed agents to decrease. The proportion of agents in I, H, and F decreases as well. Around t = 180 the
proportion of the population is states I, H, and F is zero; the proportion of the population in state S does
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Figure 10: Scatter plot showing the proportion of population that contracts the disease (blue) and the pro-
portion of the population that dies due to the disease (red) for a population size 1000.

not decrease, i.e. no agents get Ebola. At this point, every agent remains in S, R or D and an equilibrium
is reached (stable fixed point). As shown previously, on average, 7% of agents stay in state S, 43% of agents
stay in R, and 50% of agents would be in D.
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Figure 11: One realization of an outbreak.

We plot a phase portrait for the proportion of agents who never got infected (S) versus the proportion of
agents who contracted the disease (both D and R) as time progresses. On the horizontal axis, we put the ratio
of S to the total population and on the vertical axis - the ratio of D plus R to the total population. When
t = 0, one agent is in state E and 99.9% of agents are in S. All other states contain no agents. About 30%
of the time, there is no outbreak. In such cases, only few people get Ebola. As time goes by there are only
a few transitions between states and a stationary point is reached within a few time steps. However, if there
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is an outbreak, the trajectory gradually moves to its equilibrium state. On average, the equilibrium occurs
at (S,R +D) = (0.07, 0.93). We conducted one-hundred experiments and plot their trajectories on the same
graph, presented in Figure 12. The system starts at (S,R +D) = (0.999, 0) and will remain below the black
equilibrium line because a portion of the population is in the transition states (E, I, H and F).

S vs. R+D
S vs. D

Figure 12: Phase portrait: proportion of the population who are in susceptible state versus proportion of the
population who contracted Ebola (blue) or are dead because of it (red) for different uncertainty realizations.

As in the system dynamics approach, we perform an intervention in the agent-based model. Because the
scale in the two models is different, we implement the intervention step if we see a total of 1% of agents
contracting the disease. At the beginning of intervention, we change the three βs, representing the different
contact rates. Our results, presented in Table 5, show that if we start the intervention at 1% of population
having Ebola, 4% of agents get the disease, 2% of agents recover and 2% of agents die. This is a significant
improvement over the disastrous predicted outcome of an outbreak without an intervention.

No Intervention Intervention
Final S 7% 96%
Final R 43% 2%
Final D 50% 2%

Table 5: Percent of the total population in different states with and without intervention.

We examine the effect of the population size on the outcome of the agent-based model. Besides the baseline
case of N = 1000, we set the total population to be N = 100 and 5000. The results show that an increase
in population size decreases the standard deviation of the quantities S, D and R, but the relative averages
remain the same. As the population size increases stochastic variation decreases and the system becomes more
predictable.

We also examine the probability of outbreak occurring based on the population size. The results are
presented in Figure 13. As population size increases, the probability of outbreak occurring decreases but
never gets below around 70 %.
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Figure 13: Probability of an outbreak as population size varies.

5 Spatial Agent-Based Dynamics

We next look at an agent-based model where agents are allowed to move within and between cities. Incorpo-
rating spatial movement requires making additional assumptions about the map on which movement is allowed
and the movement of individuals. The model is coded in Python and propagates the infection and spatial
information in discrete days.

5.1 Spatial Assumptions

We restrict the space (on which cities and individuals are located) to a specified rectangular region and generate
cities randomly within the space with specified relative density and population variance from the city center.
For example, a model may have one city with variance 30 and density 0.9 and a village with variance 5 and
density 0.1. Locations of individuals and cities are real numbers. We also create a grid which partitions the
individuals based on their location and is used to determine the closest neighbors for community infection and
funeral attendance. A family is assumed to have nfam members all of which live in the same location. Upon
initialization (and later travel), families are place based on the specified city densities, normally distributed
around the city’s center location using the city’s variance. We define an individual’s home as their initial
location.

An individual is movable if he is susceptible, exposed, or recovered. All other individuals remain stationary.
Movable individuals travel each timestep with probability ptrav. If they are away from home, they will travel
home with probability phome. Otherwise, they will travel locally (within their current city or village) or non-
locally (to another city) based on the density of their current city. It is assumed that when an individual is
in a city with higher density they are less likely to leave. If individual i’s current city density (percentage of
the total population) is d(i), then the non-local travel probability is (1 − d(i))/2. In the local and non-local
travel, the individual is again normally distributed around that city’s center.

5.2 Agent Behavior

The model uses the same states as the previous models, but some of the transitions and probabilities have been
modified. Specifically, hospitalized individuals are assumed to be quarantined, and thus no longer infect others
or have funerals. Instead, hospitalized individuals move straight to the dead state upon death. See Figure 8
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Figure 14: Available states for individuals and the transitions between them. Probabilistic transitions and
timeouts between states are listed along the transitions. If both the transition probability and timeout are
present, once the transition is decided using the probability, the individual will transition with the timeout
calculated and counted down. The transition from susceptible to exposed is based on the surrounding infected
individuals using transmission probabilities ηf , ηc, ηF .

vs Figure 14 for a comparison of the two agent-based models. Figure 14 denotes the probabilistic and timeout
transitions between states. We define a timeout to be an integer number of days to wait before transitioning
to another state, either uniformly randomly generated between two integers or equal to a specified constant.
Whenever a range of integers is listed, the integer used in simulation is uniformly drawn from that range.

The spatial movement and transitions between states is dependent on the individual’s current state. Fol-
lowing are a description of the behavior of each type of individual.

Susceptible individuals travel randomly and may only transition to the exposed state.

Exposed individuals may also travel randomly. Upon initial transition, they generate a timeout of tP days
until they will transition to the infected state.

Infected individuals are assumed to be too sick to travel. Upon initial transition, it is decided whether they
will go to the hospital (with probability θ, generating a timeout of tH until transitioning to hospitaliza-
tion), die and be buried at a funeral (with probability δ1, generating a timeout of tD until transitioning
to the funeralized state), or recover (generating a timeout of tI until transitioning to the recovered state).
While in the infected state, the individual infects people in the surrounding grid each with probability
ηf if they are a family member or ηc if they are a typical community member. See Figure 15 for a
visualization.

Hospitalized individuals are quarantined and no longer infect anyone. Upon initial transition, it is decided
whether they will die in the hospital (with probability δ2, generating a timeout of tHD until death) or
recover (generating a timeout of tHR until recovery). Because they are quarantined, traditional funerals
with high infection rates are not held upon death.

Funeralized individuals spend tF days in the funeralized state before transitioning to the dead state, but
only infect people on the initial entrance to the funeralized state. Upon initial transition, the individual
and all of their movable relatives return home. All susceptible people in the individual’s home grid cell
who were also in that grid cell at initialization (family and initial neighbors not currently away) are then
infected with probability ηF . See Figure 15.

Recovered individuals do not affect the model but can continue traveling.

Dead individuals remain stationary and do not affect the model.
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Figure 15: Grid cells affected by funeralized and infected individuals. Infected individuals may infect other
family or community members in the red region. Funeralized individuals may infect others in the shaded cell
– family members, who all return home for the funeral or community members who were originally located in
that cell and are considered neighbors.

5.3 Parameters

Parameter values used in the simulations are listed in Table 6. Other parameters specific to the modeling
procedure include map width (70) and height (70), number of cities (3), city densities (80%, 10%, 10%) and
variance (20, 5, 5), number of timesteps until termination (500), and population size (1000).

Description Parameter Value

Travel probability ptrav 0.2
Travel, home probability phome 0.5

Travel, non-locally probability pnonloc (1− current city density)/2
Family size nfam 3-6

Family infection probability per day ηf 0.1
Community infection probability per day ηc 0.006

Funeral infection probability per day ηF 0.2
?Funeral length tF 2
?Incubation time tP 11 days

?Infected mortality δ1 0.5
?Time from infection to death tD 7-9 days

?Time from infection to recovery tI 10 days
?Hospitalization probability θ 0.248
?Time until hospitalization tH 3-6 days
?Hospital death probability δ2 0.5

?Time from hospitalization to death tHD 3-4 days
?Time from hospitalization to recovery tHR 5-6 days

Table 6: Parameter values used in the model. Values marked with ? (in the third group) are based on data
from Tables 1 and 3. Values from the second group were chosen so that the R0 value calculated from the
spread of infections in the first 30 days was approximately 1.5-2. Travel values and family size in the first
group were chosen heuristically.

Although the values may not precisely match those from the Ebola outbreaks, they still provide some
insight into the spread of a disease through a spatial model.
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(a) Map of final states (b) Time series of simulation.

Figure 16: Example simulation plots with one city (density 0.8) and two villages (each with density 0.1). The
map on the left corresponds to the time series plot on the right.

5.4 Results

We initialize the model with one infected individual who does not go to a hospital and does not recover. In
Figure 16, we show plots of an example simulation of the final individuals (location and state) and of the time
series counting how many individuals are in each state at each step in time. Figure 17 shows 200 time series
of the susceptible, recovered, and dead state count, with the average of the simulations with outbreaks. The
spread of the instances is similar to that in the non-spatial agent-based model. Because the spatial system
is not well-mixed, fewer individuals contract the disease and are able to remain in the susceptible class. The
numbers of people in the recovered and dead classes are the same on average because once an individual
contracts the disease, they have a 50% recovery probability (see Table 6).

As can be seen in Figure 19, about 80% of the simulations result in an outbreak, which is defined as more
than 2% of the population contracting the disease as in Section 4. Unlike the model in Section 4, the outbreaks
can be less severe. When an outbreak occurs it may not infect the entire population (see Figure 9) – this
is expected, as that model assumes a well-mixed population in the infection dynamics, whereas this spatial
model allows individuals to escape the disease through movement to non-infected areas.

Because this model uses families, we are able to differentiate between the infections resulting from family,
community, and funeral contact. If a family member contacts the deceased at a funeral we consider the
transmission one by funeral contact. We show the data from 25 simulations in Figure 18. Out of 200 trials,
the disease spread on average 17% through family contact, 70% through community contact, and 13% through
funeral contact. These rates are highly reliant on the different infection probabilities (ηf , ηc, ηF ), which were
chosen so that the combination gave a reasonable R0 value; however, increasing one infection probability and
decreasing another could give the same R0 value and very different percentages. With the given parameters,
however, transmission between community members accounts for the highest proportion of disease contraction.
Funeral and family contact both still account for a significant portion of the infections, which suggests that
decreasing the contact with the deceased during funerals may significantly decrease the number of infections.

6 Summary and Future Work

In this paper we examined time series data of the number of Ebola cases and deaths in Liberia during the
2014-2015 outbreak. Through a system dynamics approach, we showed that intervention can have a significant
impact on the spread of the disease. A change in model parameters, caused by international intervention,
decreased Ebola’s reproductive number from 1.99 to 0.787. Because system dynamics is a deterministic
approach, we also looked at an agent-based variation of the model, which allows us to observe realizations
with and without outbreaks (if the infected individual dies, the disease is not spread). Through different
realizations, we saw that in 70% of the instances Ebola would spread to more than 2% of the population with
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Figure 17: Time series graphs of the number of individuals in the susceptible, recovered, and dead states of
200 simulations. The averaged values of the simulations in which an outbreak occurred are the bold curves.

Figure 18: The number of infected individuals in 25 trials based on how the disease was transmitted: through
family, community, or funeral interactions. These simulations used a population size of 1000 and ran for 500
timesteps.
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Figure 19: A histogram showing the fraction of people infected in each trial, run with 1000 trials. About 20%
of trials do not exhibit an outbreak.

severe consequences: half of the population dies. Through the probabilistic model we also studied the effect
of intervention. If the intervention is started early, when only 1% of the population is exposed to the disease,
only 2% of the population dies. This model assumed that the population is well-mixed, which is unrealistic –
for example, in Africa there are many small villages and larger cities, and the spread of a disease can depend
highly on the amount of movement of the infected individuals. The recent Ebola outbreak started in one such
small village. To take such inhomogeneous densities into account, we then incorporated spatial movement
into an agent-based model and allowed for different types of individuals (family vs. community) and local
transmission of the infection. In this setting, the outbreaks can be less severe due to the population not being
well-mixed. When tracking how many infections result from different types of contact, the spread between
community members accounts for the highest proportion of transmission. The transmission during funerals
is still significant, however, and reducing the common practices of touching the deceased at a funeral would
lower the number of infected individuals.

The system dynamics approach provides the average expected dynamics of an Ebola outbreak and clearly
shows the parameter’s effects to the model in the system of differential equations. The non-spatial agent-based
model gives a probabilistic approach to such average dynamics, allowing Ebola cases to die out and prevent
outbreaks. This model is appropriate to use in a well-mixed population. In a population that is not well-mixed
or with multiple cities and villages that are spatially disconnected, the spatial agent-based model provides a
more flexible model although the parameters interactions are less clear than in the previous two models.

There are several factors one may wish to take into account when analyzing how a virus spreads in a
community. We took into account characteristics of the virus itself: incubation period, the rate of recovery,
mortality rate and society’s cultural perspective on a proper burial ceremony. In the spatial model we also
attempted to incorporate frequency and nature of individuals’ interactions, and distance and frequency of
travel to other villages. Other factors also play a role in the spread of the disease. Having information about
the local government and the wealth of the region would help to determine the capacity of response when
facing an epidemic, including the quantity and quality of hospitals, their capacity, and the number of health-
care professionals as well as their level of expertise. In the moment of a virus outbreak, governments from
other countries may intervene to help to control the disease, possibly decreasing the number of infected people
and increasing the number of recovered patients, by educating individuals about the virus and its mode of
transmission as well as properly handling the deceased family. One realization of the result of such action
we saw during 2014-2015 Ebola outbreak in Liberia. Such social parameters could be incorporated into our
models.
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Abstract
Many well-developed models exist for studying the resulting surface wave profile and velocity given
the bathymetry (topography) of the sea bed. These models have been applied to study hurricane in-
undation impacts, beach erosion, and ecological preservation. Our project aims to study the ‘inverse’
problem where the surface wave properties are measured and the bathymetry is an unknown param-
eter. This is a common scenario for near-shore systems where the bathymetry perpetually undergoes
transformations due to beach erosion, weather, and other environmental factors. It is both cost- and
time-prohibitive to measure and update the bathymetry information for coastal regions worldwide.
Our project aims to find a reasonable shape for the bathymetry of the sea bed given few or no di-
rect measurements. We investigate alternatives to direct measurement of bathymetry that rely on
mathematical models informed by data on various observable surface characteristics. The near-shore
system at Duck, North Carolina is the focus of our project. We approximate the bathymetry of this
near-shore system using water surface data obtained by the United States Army Corps of Engineers
and evaluate the sensitivity of the bathymetry to the input data.

1 Background

The coastal region is the most energetic zone of the coastal environment where ocean waves shoal and
interact with local morphology. It is an area full of dramatic and rapid changes, as seen by our ever-
varying eroding and accreting shorelines. Problems associated with coastal erosion impacts coupled
with increased development along the oceans have created a strong need for knowledge of how this
complex system behaves. The dynamics of coastal systems are determined by three components: the
fluid motion, the surface wave dynamics, and the resulting sediment response. The beach
profile forms the bottom boundary condition for all fluid motions in the near-shore and is directly
responsible for all evolutions of the wave field.

Bathymetry is the depth of a lake or an ocean from still-water level as shown in Figure 1. The
bathymetry data (i.e., submarine topography) in the near-shore zone are critically important not
only for their own sake, as a record of the changing shallow continental shelf, but also as a key
component for understanding the underlying fluid dynamics. Unfortunately, the direct collection of
off-shore bathymetric profiles is a time- and labor-intensive task that could also be impractical in
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Figure 1: Data about the bathymetry of lake and ocean floors typically comes from sonar measurements
from a boat. The image [1] shows the process of using multiple sound beams to locally measure the
depth of the sea bed.

many environments. Traditionally, bathymetric surveys were collected using a survey rod, sighting
and recording the height of a target rod that must be held against the bottom by a diver. For the
much deeper points, the moving position of a small boat would be recorded from shore while on-board
fathometer depths were recorded. The resulting data coverage was sparse and often of low accuracy,
owing to waves or surge contamination of vertical signals. Recent systems based on small boats
equipped with accurate global positioning systems have eliminated the vertical errors, but sampling
will continue to remain sparse in time because of huge costs and logistical difficulty. For example,
data are especially difficult to collect during periods of large waves or strong currents. However,
these conditions often represent the most energetic periods of sediment transport and are the times of
greatest scientific interest.

Various methods have been developed to estimate the bathymetry in near-shore systems. One such
approach is using remote sensing technology to measure bathymetry [2, 3, 4]. Unfortunately, direct
measurement from airborne (or satellite) platforms is usually limited by the depth and clarity of the
water body. Alternatively, one can hope to infer bathymetry from measurements of other variables
like surface velocities, wave dynamics, or the trajectory of objects advected with the current. This
inference often requires solution of an inverse problem that relies on hydrodynamics to relate observable
properties to the bathymetry. In this project, we employ a hybrid approach proposed by Wilson et
al. [5] that uses data assimilation to incorporate bathymetric uncertainty into a physical-based model
prediction.

2 Introduction

Unlike the forward problem, the inverse problem of solving for the bathymetry does not guarantee
uniqueness of solution. As such, it is an open question as to how many input parameters are required
to obtain an accurate solution. In this project, we investigate a numerical scheme for solving for the
bathymetry in a near-shore system. We focus on the geographical region around Duck, North Carolina
in March 2013 (see Figure 2) using multiple survey data provided by the United States Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The primary objective of our research is to solve for the bathymetry
using given measured wave properties. Within this overall objective, we have to address several
questions:
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Figure 2: Our project focuses on finding the bathymetry of the near-shore area around Duck, North
Carolina using data provided by multiple USACE surveys.The left-hand figure shows the location
of Duck, North Carolina in relation to Raleigh, North Carolina. The right-hand figure shows the
zoomed-in region where our simulations estimate the bathymetry along the blue line. The red dot is
the location of the USACE Field Research Facility.

1. Convergence to a unique bathymetry solution is not guaranteed for the inverse problem. Does
the method converge when measured data are used as input parameters?

2. What is a minimum yet sufficient amount of input data to recover a solution close to the true
shape of the bathymetry?

3. How does introducing additional input measurements affect the bathymetry solution?

4. How does the initial guess of the numerical method affect the convergence of the scheme?

Our approach uses measured data to constantly enhance the approximations generated
by a physical-based model. A schematic of this process is in Figure 3. We begin with an
initial guess of the bathymetry and use a physical-based model to solve for the emerging
wave dynamics. Using measured data of the wave dynamics, we correct the computed
wave dynamics and initial guess of the bathymetry. After one iteration we now have a
better guess at the bathymetry. We continue iterating through this process until some
convergence metric is met. The physical model has two components: the fluid equations (not
incorporated in this version of the model) and wave dynamics. The fluid model we consider only
contains linear wave dynamics [6] as a first simplified attempt at recovering the bathymetry. The
data assimilation process is less well-defined – it is the purpose of our research to understand which
data inputs are necessary to obtain a solution close to the true bathymetry. Furthermore, we will
demonstrate in Section 5 the need for data assimilation to inform the physical-based model.

To begin working toward our ultimate goal of solving for the bathymetry given measured wave
properties, we consider a further simplification. A one-dimensional slice of the two-dimensional xy-
domain is considered and the method is applied only to this one-dimensional problem. In Section 2.1
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Figure 3: A schematic of the iterative process for solving for the bathymetry while assimilating data.
First we gather, format, and clean the raw data. An initial guess for the bathymetry is the input to
the numerical scheme. Using this initial bathymetry we use our model for the fluid and wave dynamics
to compute the resulting wave profile. We use the measured data to correct the resulting wave profile
and come up with an improved estimate of the bathymetry. We iterate this process until a convergence
metric is met.

we provide a spatial description of the problem and in Section 2.2 we discuss the available collected
and processed data. A mathematical formulation of wave dynamics in shallow waters is presented in
Section 3. The numerical scheme and our methodology are outlined in Section 4. Section 5 includes our
results along with parameter sensitivity studies. In Section 6 we summarize our research project and
discuss future directions for this project. In this last section we also discuss some technical challenges
we encountered.

2.1 Problem setup

Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional contour plot of the true bathymetry measured by a USACE survey
[7]. The x-axis moves perpendicular to the shoreline while y-axis moves parallel to the shoreline. Both
axes measure the distance from Duck FRF in meters along their respective directions. Thus, the shore
at Duck is located along x = 0 meters and the computational realm is along the black line, roughly
y = 950 meters and x ∈ [0, 740]. The contour plots are the bathymetric measurements relative to
the USACE Field Research Facility (FRF) location. In the left-hand plot in Figure 4, two sand bar
formations exist roughly at 100-300 meters off-shore distance. These are interesting features of the
bathymetry that are important to be captured in surveys and simulations because they might pose
a hindrance for anchoring ships or building harbors. Data for multiple years are available; we focus
on the specific day of March 6th, 2013 when the March 2013 nor’easter passed through the coast of
North Carolina.

2.2 USACE data surveys

Multiple data surveys were performed and collected by USACE FRF in Duck, North Carolina. We
used this data as a simulated environment to study necessary input parameters in order to infer
the bathymetry. The FRF collects data via a variety of means, including radar, light detection and
ranging (LiDAR or LADAR), discrete point-source measurements with sensors, and aerial imaging.
For a selected region around the Duck FRF, a lighter amphibious resupply cargo (LARC) was used
to deploy multiple instruments to measure the profile of the sea bed. For this study, we used data
collected by discrete point-source sensors, the aerial imaging station (Argus), and LARC data collected
for the true bathymetry of the region in the month of March 2013. Below is a summary of the sensors
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Figure 4: The true bathymetry was measured in a USACE survey along the coastline of Duck, North
Carolina and is used to validate our method. For simplicity and tractability we consider a one-
dimensional slice of the full two-dimensional space shown in the black line on the left-hand figure. The
true bathymetry along this one-dimensional line is plotted in the right-hand figure.

used, along with the measurements they provide:

• four discrete point-source sensors use acoustic waves to measure the wave height, wave fre-
quency, depth, and current speed at different locations along the 1-D space;

• the Argus imaging station uses the light spectrum of the water profile to infer the wave speed
(from measurements of the wave frequency and wave number) as well as the bathymetry
using a data assimilation method;

• LARC measurements are used to describe the profile of the sea bed.

The terminology of the wave properties are discussed in Section 3; the data processing we did is
described in Sections 2.3 and 4.4.

2.2.1 Discrete point-source sensors

The discrete point-source measurements are collected by one Aquadopp (ADOP) and three Acoustic
Wave and Current (AWAC) profilers. The ADOP and AWAC sensors are located on the seafloor
and are capable of taking discrete point-source measurements of a variety of water conditions. Their
positions superimposed on the bathymetry is shown in Figure 5. Each sensor provides data for its
fixed location and measurements are available in approximately one-hour intervals for multiple time
periods spanning years. From ADOP and AWAC, we harvested data on measurement time, wave
frequency (which yielded wave period), wave height, and mean pressure depth for March 6th, 2013.

2.2.2 The Argus imaging station

The Duck Argus station is a 43-meter-tall observation tower located on the FRF campus [8]. Multiple
cameras are located on top of the tower and are used to take photographs of the immediate area, both
on- and off-shore. Instantaneous and average snapshot data are available and are used to approximate
wave properties throughout the day. Sample imaging data are shown in Figure 6. Because Argus
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Figure 5: Physical location of the discrete point-source acoustic wave sensors along the sea bed profile
near Duck, North Carolina.

relies on photographs to collect its data, data are only available during daylight hours, typically the
span of 11:59 GMT to 22:59 GMT. Despite this limitation, Argus is a valuable data collection tool, as
it is able to collect data at a grid of locations simultaneously (as opposed to at a single point, as in
the case of the underwater sensors). Through Argus, we obtained data on measurement time, wave
frequency, wave number, and approximate depth. The approximated depth is computed via a data
assimilation process similar to our method. In the Section 5 we compare our method to the Argus
depth approximation. Due to physical limitations, the physical domain of the Argus imaging sensor
is limited (i.e., poor resolution far-away in space).

Figure 6: Typical images collected by the Argus imaging station. The left-hand image is a snapshot
from Argus at one moment in time. The right-hand image is a temporal and geophysical average over
the course of one hour and all of the camera snapshots. The data collected from Argus is this temporal
and geophysical average.

2.3 Data analysis

The raw data collected from USACE sensors is widely available to the public on various servers and
formats [7, 8]. An additional level of complexity is that the different types of sensors sample at different
spatial and temporal locations. Our initial approach was to gather and clean the available data and
parse them into a common format that can be used by our numerical method. We then had to decide
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on an appropriate timescale for our numerical scheme and on a method for assimilating data into the
model. For example, consider the wave height provided by the four different discrete point-source
sensors over the course of the month of March 2013. The depth (in meters) as a function of days in
March is plotted in Figure 7. The small timescale fluctuations in the measured depth reflect changes
due to tides. It is worthwhile to note that there is no guarantee that the sensors are always on-line
and that there is often missing data, as shown in Figure 7 for sensor location #3 between roughly
March 14-17.

Figure 7: The depth data are collected and plotted over the month of March at three different sensor
locations. Note that the locations of the sensors can be found in Figure 5.

Motivated by this initial sweep of data and the effect of tidal movement, we decided to infer the
bathymetry based on data averaged over a day. This temporal averaging allowed us to account for
tides, potentially mismatched data among the different sensors, and other small timescale fluctuations
in the measurements. We used the LARC measurements of the bathymetry as the ‘true’ solution.
Thus we validated our data-assimilated numerical solution for the bathymetry against this ‘true’
solution. The discrete point-source sensor measurements of the wave dynamics were used for both
data assimilation and correction of the solution in between convergence steps, as well as boundary
conditions for the physical-based model. Lastly, the wave speed along the 1-D region was obtained
from the Argus camera system.

3 Physical-based model formulation

In this section, we outline the mathematical relationship between the bathymetry and the surface
properties of shallow water waves. There are two main components of this physical-based model:

1. Fluid dynamics;

2. Wave dynamics: wave propagation and interaction.

For an initial attempt at approximating the bathymetry we do not include the fluid dynamics in
the physical model because we assume that the wave dynamics are the principal driving mechanism.
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However, if our system was an inlet region where water flux and current are significant, we would need
to incorporate fluid dynamics by coupling the surface wave speed to fluid speed.

3.1 Shallow water fluid

The shallow water equations describe the flow of water or other incompressible fluids in a shallow
region; these are the depth-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for fluid dynamics. The shallow water
equations are derived from first principle physics (i.e., conservation of mass and momentum) and
assume that the horizontal length-scale of the fluid is much greater than the vertical length-scale.
Therefore, the vertical length-scale can be neglected and the equations are depth-averaged. The shallow
water model has been successfully applied to study hurricane inundation prediction, atmospheric flow,
storm surge, and other natural phenomena.

Similar to the Navier-Stokes equations, the shallow water equations are derived from the physical
conservation of mass and linear momentum. The 2-D shallow water equations [9, 10] consist of mass
conservation,

∂h̃

∂t
+
∂(h̃u)

∂x
+
∂(h̃v)

∂y
= 0, (1)

and linear momentum conservation,

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ g

∂h̃

∂x
= 0 (2)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ g

∂h̃

∂y
= 0, (3)

where h̃(x, y, t) is the height from the sea bed to the top of surface water. The gravitational constant
is denoted by g. The variables u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t) are the depth average velocities in x− and y−
directions, respectively. Further algebraic manipulation yields this system of equations:

∂(h̃u)

∂t
+

∂

∂x

(
h̃u2 +

1

2
gh̃2
)

+
∂(h̃uv)

∂y
= 0

∂(h̃v)

∂t
+
∂(h̃uv)

∂x
+

∂

∂y

(
h̃v2 +

1

2
gh̃2
)

= 0.

3.2 Linear wave theory

An integral component of the study of real-world waves is wave dynamics; specifically, we focus on
linear wave theory. While this theory is based on mathematical properties of theoretical constructs in
idealized circumstances, it applies remarkably well to real waves. The basic treatment herein follows
the work in Dalrymple and Dale [6].

The wave height, η(x, t), of a regular one-dimensional linear wave (for short, ‘wave’) is given
by

η(x, t) = A sin(σt− kx),

where A is the amplitude of the wave, σ is its angular frequency, and k is its wave number. The
z-axis denotes the depth. The variable x denotes spatial distance and t is a time variable. The period
of a wave, denoted by T , is the real number that satisfies η(x0, t0) = η(x0, t0 + 2πnT ) for any choice
of x0 and t0 and for each n ∈ Z. Angular frequency satisfies the relationship σ = 2π

T . The frequency,
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Figure 8: A visual representation of wave dynamics and bathymetry terminology. The horizontal axis
represents the off-shore distance while the vertical axis represents the depth.

f is defined by f = 1
T , and thus the angular frequency also satisfies σ = 2πf . The wavelength of a

wave, denoted by L, is the real number that satisfies η(x0, t0) = η(x0 + nL, t0) for all x0, t0 and for
each n ∈ Z. The wave number satisfies k = 2π

L . A crest of a wave is the highest point (relative to the
z-axis) of that wave. A trough of a wave is the lowest point of that wave. The height of a wave,
denoted H, is the crest-to-trough vertical (i.e., parallel to the z-axis) distance of the wave. The wave
speed is the magnitude of the velocity of a particle at the crest of the wave and is defined by

c =
σ

k
=
L

T
. (4)

The term progressive wave is used to refer to a wave that transports energy from one location to
another, while a standing wave has a net energy transportation of zero.

The boundary value problem for the one-dimensional wave motion is given [6]:

∂2φ

∂x2
+
∂2φ

∂z2
= 0

∂φ

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−z0

= 0

∂η̃

∂t
+ u

∂η̃

∂x
= w at the surface z = η̃(x, t)

∂φ

∂t
+

1

2

(
u2 + w2

)
+ gη̃ = 0 at the surface z = η̃(x, t).

Here, φ is the fluid velocity potential, η̃ is the wave height, z0 is the still-water level, u = ∂φ
∂x , and

w = ∂φ
∂z represent the x- and z- components of the velocity of the water. As defined earlier, g denotes

the gravitational constant. Here the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, irrotational, the bottom
bed is impermeable, and the vertical fluid velocity at the bottom is assumed to be zero at all times.
The last equation states that the pressure in the fluid at the free surface is equal to the atmospheric
pressure. The mathematical problem stated above is very difficult and no complete solution exists.

We linearize the kinematic boundary condition and assume small amplitude gravity waves. Then
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linearized system of equations is given by

∂2φ

∂x2
+
∂2φ

∂z2
= 0, −h ≤ z ≤ η̃

∂φ

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=−h

= 0

∂η̃

∂t
= W

∣∣
z=0

∂φ

∂t

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= −gη̃.

Solving this problem reveals that η̃(x, t) = η(x, t), the regular one-dimensional linear wave equation
seen previously, and

φ(x, z, t) =
Ag

σ

cosh
(
k(z + h)

)
cosh(kh)

cos(ωt− kx).

Additionally, a certain nonlinear equation relating angular frequency, wave number, and depth must
hold. The dispersion relationship is required in order to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition
and says that

σ2 = gk tanh(kh). (5)

Of particular interest are two extreme cases, namely, deep and shallow water. While these terms
are obviously relative, convention dictates that deep water refers to water in which h > L

2 and shallow
water refers to water in which h < L

20 . We examine the dispersion relationship (5) in each of these
cases.

- Deep water approximation: We use the approximation tanh(α) ≈ 1 for large α when we
consider the deep water case.1 Using this approximation, equation (5) becomes

σ2 ≈ gk,

and dividing both sides by k2 and taking a square root yields

c =
σ

k
≈
√
g

k
.

- Shallow water approximation: In shallow water, we use the approximation tanh(α) ≈ α for
0 ≤ α� 1. The dispersion relationship (5) in this case becomes

σ2 ≈ gk2h,

which implies that

c =
σ

k
≈
√
gh.

We see that wave speed is dependent on water depth in shallow water situations. In deep water, waves
move faster than in shallow water. This discrepancy between fast and slow moving waves creates
interesting wave dynamics near-shore.

1Notice that if h > L
2
, then tanh(kh) > 0.996 (since tanh is an increasing function of its argument), so this approxi-

mation is reasonable.
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3.3 Incorporating a small, uniform water current U0

The dispersion relationship (5) only holds for progressive and standing waves. We follow the analysis
in [11] to derive the dispersion relationship for progressive waves with small water currents. When
currents are involved, the form of the velocity potential becomes

φ(x, z, t) = −U0x+A cosh
(
k(h+ z)

)
cos(kx− σt), (6)

where U0 represents the velocity of the current. For simplicity, we only consider the uniform current.
Using the linearized Bernoulli equation evaluated on the still-water level z = 0 with the assumption
that the space average of η(x, t) is zero, we obtain the dynamic free surface boundary condition

η(x, t) =
Aσ

g

(
1− U0k

σ

)
cosh(kh) sin(kx− σt). (7)

The linearized kinematic free surface boundary condition at z = 0 reads

∂η

∂t
+ U0

∂η

∂x
= −∂φ

∂z
. (8)

Substituting (6) and (7) into (8) leads to the dispersion relationship with current velocity,

σ2
(

1− U0k

σ

)2

= gk tanh(kh). (9)

This equation allows us to modify existing numerical methods to incorporate information about cur-
rents into simulations and improve estimates of bathymetry. This equation is also limited to small
water currents and would not hold in situations where the water current drives water flow such as
inlet formations. In this more complicated scenario, an equation for computing current from shallow
water fluid equations would be needed.

4 Numerical method

In this section, we describe a numerical method for data assimilation in order to approximate the
bathymetry based on observations of surface wave properties. In our project, we used wave speed
data. The overall process is as follows:

1. generate N realizations of the bathymetry (this is an initial guess);

2. solve for the wave speed using Equation 5 or 9 for each of the N bathymetry ensemble members
with imposed boundary conditions for wave period T and wave height H;

3. calculate the covariance matrix in Equation 11 based on the ensemble;

4. update the ensemble using the bathymetry, wave speed, surface elevation, and energy dissipa-
tion, using Equation 11 and measured data (wave speed, and/or wave height, and/or dissipated
energy).

A detailed discussion on the theoretical foundation and numerical implementation of the method are
in Sections 4.1 – 4.3. A discussion on the input data are in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Theory of data assimilation

Let v be a surface wave property that we can observe with an underlying model v = G(h) and d
be the measured data. Given the unknown h (depth), this model predicts v. Define L as a matrix
to interpolate fsrom the modeled field to the measurement location. We assume that the model is
accurate and thus the error of the model prediction is only due to errors in the unknown variable, h.

In order to obtain an optimal estimate of the observable v on the model grid, we use a set of N
observations of the observable v with some error ε, so d = Lv + ε. For example, L could be simply an
interpolation matrix. Following Wilson et al. [12] we define an optimal posterior estimate ψa as the
minimizer of the cost function:

J [ψ] =
(
ψ − ψf

)T
Wψψ

(
ψ − ψf

)
+ (d− Lv)T Wdd (d− Lv) , (10)

where ψ = [vT , hT ]T is a state variable, ψf represents a prior estimate for v and h, and Wψψ and Wdd

are positive-definite weighting matrices. Notice that the cost function in Equation 10 is a combination
of the ‘model’ part and the ‘data’ part. The model part guarantees that the posterior state should not
stray too far from the prior and physical knowledge of the model, while the data part suggests that
the posterior estimate should match closely with measurements.

The solution ψa that minimizes J is given by

ψa = ψf + CψψL
T
a

(
LCvvL

T + Cdd
)−1

(d− Lvf ), (11)

where La is an augmented measurement operator for extracting v from ψ and Cψψ and Cdd are
the inverse of the weights Wψψ and Wdd. The key idea of ensemble-based methods is that Cψψ is

approximated by the sample covariance of a representative ensemble ψfi , i = 1, 2, · · · , N .

4.2 The ensemble Kalman filter

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), a Monte Carlo approximation, is a well-known data simulation
method. It originated as a version of the Kalman filter for large problems by Evensen [13, 14]. The
original Kalman filter assumes that all probability density functions (PDF) are Gaussian distributions
in the Bayesian updated problems: we treat the PDF of the state of the modeled system (the prior,
often called the forecast distribution) and the data likelihood as Gaussian distributions, and then
combine the PDF of the state and data likelihood by using the Bayesian theorem to obtain the
posterior PDF (often called the analysis distribution) with the posterior mean and covariance matrix.
However, the Kalman filter has some difficulties and is not easy to implement in realistic problems.
For large-dimensional systems, for example, it is not easy to handle the high-dimensional covariance
matrices and it gives poorly characterized error sources.

The basic idea of EnKF is to use an ensemble of states to represent the evolution of the filtered
state PDF which avoids evolving the covariance matrix of the PDF of the state vector [13, 14]. This
implementation of EnKF is simpler and has potential advantages over other methods for certain
applications. In the petroleum industry, Noevdal et al. [15, 16] first used EnKF to update near-
well static parameters by tuning the permeability field. Wilson et al. [17] used EnKF to estimate
the bathymetry as an uncertain parameter in a data assimilation system. They showed near-shore
bathymetry can be estimated with good accuracy, and near-shore forecasts (e.g., the prediction of a
rip current) can be improved by assimilating remote sensing data alone.

In this project, we apply the EnKF method to update the model state variable for the estimation
of bathymetry in near-shore region.
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4.3 Numerical implementation

The physical model for the forward problem consists of the following equations

σ2
(

1− U0k

σ

)2

= gk tanh(kh) (12a)

c =
σ

k
(12b)

cg =
1

2

(
1 +

2kh

sinh 2kh

)
c, (12c)

where cg is the speed at which the energy is transmitted. We assume that the wave period, T , is
constant for the entire domain. The initial guess is based on an equilibrium beach profile, which
defines an initial mean trend on the bottom elevation:

h0 = hl − 0.1(Lx − x)2/3, (13)

where h0 is an initial guess for the depth, hl is an elevation of the land surface, Lx is the length of the
domain, and x is the distance from the shore. Applying the N bathymetry ensemble members to the
mean trend yields N initial depth members. With given wave height H0 on the off-shore boundary,
we can get a boundary potential energy:

E0 =
1

8
ρgH2

0 , (14)

where ρ is the density of water and g is the gravitational acceleration. To compute the wave number
k from the dispersion relationship based on the initial guess, Newton’s method yields an approximate
solution:

ki+1 = ki − σ2(1− U0k
i/σ)2 − gk tanh(kih0)

−2σU0(1− U0ki/σ)− g tanh(kih0)− gkh(cosh(kih0)−1)2
, (15)

where k0 is defined by

k0 =
σ√
gh0

. (16)

Under the assumption of no wave reflection, we apply the energy conservation law to update k, n, and
c for every grid point:

(Enc)i+1 = (Enc)i. (17)

After this step, we compute a sample mean and covariance from an ensemble of modeled fields. We
compare with measured data and use the cost function (see Section 4.1), to update the bathymetry,
wave height, wave number, energy, and wave speed and compute a posterior uncertainty (see Figure
9).

4.4 Wave speed

We obtained wave speed data from the Argus imaging sensor for March 6th, 2013. To account for
error measurements and fluctuations due to atmospheric conditions we evaluated different variations
of the wave speed measurements:

- wave speed for a time instant;
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Figure 9: Flow chart of the numerical scheme to approximate the bathymetry in the simulation using
data assimilation and model dynamics.

- averaged wave speed data over the course of a day;

- filtered wave speed data for a time instant;

- filtered averaged wave speed data over the course of a day.

We average the wave speed data to remove tidal movement. We take the average of all both the
wave angular frequency and wave number values and then calculate the wave speed from the formula
c = σ/k. The filtering is done by diffusing the wave speed measurements and it attempts to remove high
frequency oscillations that could be due to error measurements. These variations of the wave speed are
shown in Figure 10. In our studies we found that we obtained the most accurate bathymetry solution
by using filtered wave speed for one time instant (over the course of one hour). For the simulations
we use the wave speed data from March 6th 2013 at 11:59 GMT with a diffusivity filter applied.

4.5 Boundary conditions

The numerical method outlined in Section 4.3 requires two boundary conditions: wave height and
wave period (or angular frequency, σ = 2π/T ). These values are day average measurements obtained
from the furthest off-shore discrete point-source sensor (Location #1 in Figure 5). The averaging is
done in order to account for fluctuations due to tidal movement.

5 Results

In this section, we demonstrate the ability of our statistical bathymetric inversion method to estimate
the real bathymetry by comparing the computed bathymetry with the ‘real’ measured bathymetry.
First we naively compute the bathymetry by inverting the dispersion relationship in Equation 5 and
solve for the depth, h, as a function of a fixed angular wave frequency, σ, and input wave speed,
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Figure 10: Variations of measured wave speed data from the Argus imaging sensor obtained on March
6th, 2013. The magenta line is the wave speed obtained at 11:59 GMT, the black line is the wave
speed filtered with diffusivity at 11:59 GMT, the red line is the day average wave speed, and lastly
the blue line is the day average wave speed with same diffusivity filter. As part of our project, we
quantified the effect of these variations on the obtained bathymetry.

c. The bathymetry prediction obtained by inverting the dispersion relation in Figure 11 along with
the input wave speed. The angular frequency is chosen using the boundary condition discussed in
Section 4.5 and its value is found in Table 1. The poor agreement between this prediction and the
measured bathymetry data indicates that the direct inversion method has limited utility in estimating
the bathymetry. This is because the direct inversion method does a point-wise inversion and does not
account for wave dynamic interaction.

From now on, we discuss the results of the simulations outlined in Section 4.3. Table 1 identifies
the parameters used in the simulation, which are computed from measured data.

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Domain size 720 m
Size of one ensemble 1000
Number of iterations 3
Boundary wave period T 5.55 s
Boundary wave height H 2.57 m
Average still-water elevation 1.8 m

5.1 Results with ideal, synthetic wave speed

To verify our method and its convergence, we first used synthetic wave speed data which we obtained
by solving the dispersion relationship with ‘true’ measured bathymetry data. We used 200 equally
spaced synthetic wave speed data for the data assimilation. An initial guess for the bathymetry is
plotted in the left-hand plot in Figure 12. After three iterations, the data assimilation results converged
to the measured bathymetry, which indicates that our numerical method works well when the input
data are ‘perfect’ for the model. Note that the solution converged when 50 or 500 realizations of the
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Figure 11: The dispersion relation is used to compute a predicted bathymetry with two inputs: fixed
angular frequency and wave speed. Both inputs are provided from measured data. The poor agreement
between the predicted bathymetry and the measured bathymetry motivate the need for a better method
to solve for the bathymetry.

ensemble were used and both results capture the sandbar formations near-shore. However, when more
realizations of the ensemble are used, a smoother, more accurate solution is obtained.

5.2 Results with measured wave speed data

The simulation used 41 data points for the wave speed measurement after a diffusivity filter was applied
to a dataset from the Argus imaging station on March 6th, 2013 11:59 GMT. The left-hand plot in
Figure 13 shows the true bathymetry and the measured wave speed. Linear wave theory implies that
the deeper the water, the higher the wave speed. A direct comparison of the wave speed data and
the bathymetry measurement show that this relationship holds for the off-shore region, to left to the
green vertical line. Note that the wave speed increases as the depth decreases in the near-shore region,
which leads to the inconsistency between the measured and predicted bathymetry. The predicted
bathymetry identifies the sandbar region and accurately captures the off-shore depth.

5.3 Results with different current speeds

We present the computed bathymetry with the assumption that uniform currents are involved in the
model as identified in Equation 9. As can be seen from Figure 14, when the current velocity U0 is small,
the bathymetry profile is very close to the profile in Figure 13 where the current is not included. As
the current velocity is increased, the predicted bathymetry deviates from the measured bathymetry
profile. This indicates that the model provides a poor estimate of the true fluid dynamics when a
high velocity water current is present. For our region, the typical current velocity from the discrete
point-source sensor is roughly 0.01 m/s, which indicates that our numerical method is accurate when
dealing with these low velocity currents.

5.4 Varying the ensemble size and correlation length

Our simulations show that the data assimilation process is sensitive to both ensemble size and ensemble
correlation length. Ensembles with different correlation lengths are tested in the data assimilation
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Figure 12: The left-hand figure shows the initial guess for the bathymetry with ensembles gener-
ated around a equilibrium beach shape (blue curve). The red curve represents the ‘true’ measured
bathymetry. Data assimilation results for the prediction of bathymetry with synthetic wave speed
data with 50 realizations of the ensemble (middle plot) and 500 realizations of the ensemble (left-hand
plot). The dashed black curves indicate the standard deviation error of the solution.
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Figure 13: The left-hand plot shows the measured wave speed data (blue curve) and the measured
bathymetry depth (red curve). For 500 realizations of the ensemble, the prediction of bathymetry
with measured wave speed data are plotted in the right-hand side.

Figure 14: Predictions of bathymetry with measured wave speed data as described in Section 4.4 and
uniform currents: U0 = 0.01 m/s (left-hand figure) and U0 = 1.0 m/s (right-hand figure).
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Figure 15: Bathymetry profiles with 50 ensemble members with different correlation lengths: 40
meters (left-hand figure) and 100 meters (right-hand figure). For a small ensemble set decreasing the
correlation length improved the numerical solution.

Figure 16: Bathymetry profiles with 500 ensemble members with different correlation lengths: 100
meters (left-hand figure) and 40 meters (right-hand figure). For a large ensemble set either choice for
the correlation length gave a relatively accurate solution. However, this gain in accuracy insensitive
to the correlation length comes with the cost of a more computationally expensive calculation.

process. Numerical results with 50 ensembles (Figure 15) show that while small correlation length (40
meters) can introduce oscillations to the prediction, data assimilation with large correlation length
(100 meters) is likely to miss the interesting features of the bathymetry. In practice, an appropriate
correlation length should be on the same scale as the features to be captured by the bathymetry. The
correlation length can be inferred from the analysis of satellite images.

As shown in Figure 16, when a larger size of ensemble members is used, we get a more accurate
bathymetry for ensembles with either correlation lengths. In practice, using a large size of ensemble
members usually leads to more expensive computations; as such, a better understanding of the uncer-
tainty in the ensemble members can help reduce the computational complexity. Increasing the size of
the ensemble members allows the numerical method to probe a wider space of possible solution.

5.5 Varying input data

One of the questions we set out to explore is whether including more data improves the bathymetry
prediction. In addition to wave speed information collected from the Argus imaging station, we
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Figure 17: Wave speed data plotted along with wave height data inputs from the acoustic discrete
point-source sensors. Notice the sparseness of the wave height data (4 data points) compared to the
wave speed measurements.

incorporated day average wave height data obtained from discrete point-source sensors. Figure 17
contains plots of this data along with the physical domain. While the wave height data are very
sparse, it is interesting to see (1) whether this additional assimilated dataset improves the computed
bathymetry and (2) how well this method works with only a sparse data set. The left-hand plot in
Figure 18 shows the computed bathymetry when both wave speed and wave height data are assimilated.
The poor match to the true bathymetry may be due to the inconsistency in observed data and boundary
conditions. Another possible reason for the poor match is the sparsity of the wave height data set.
Interestingly, when only wave height data are used in the assimilation process the bathymetry is not
too far from the actual bathymetry; however the near-shore sandbar feature is not recovered. This is
seen in the left-hand plot in Figure 18.

5.6 Comparison against previous method

Lastly, we compare our method against the industry standard which is incoporated in the Argus
imaging sensors. This method also uses an iterative process with data assimilation and the dispersion
relationship but lacks the energy dissipation that was incorporated in our model. Our findings are
summarized in Figure 19 by providing all of the simulations on a single plot.

6 Conclusion and future work

We set out to analyze a methodology for estimating the bathymetry of an ocean floor given information
from the surface of the water. We compared this methodology against other known schemes for
a specific real dataset. Moreover, we posed the question of what information from the surface of
the water (wave speed, wave height, sparse depth information) generates a bathymetry closer to the
measured bathymetry. Our approach uses measured data to constantly enhance the approximations
generated by the physical-based model. We begin with an initial estimate of the bathymetry and
use a physical-based model to solve for the emerging wave dynamics. Using measured data of the
wave dynamics, we correct the computed wave dynamics and initial guess of the bathymetry. After
one iteration we have an improved bathymetry estimate; we continue iterating through this process
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Figure 18: The left-hand plot is an estimate of the bathymetry where both wave speed and wave
height data are used in the assimilation process, while the right-hand plot shows an estimate of the
bathymetry given only wave height data. Surprisingly, with only 4 input data points the assimilation
process is able to capture the main trend of the bathymetry.

Figure 19: Both the Argus approximation of the bathymetry and the direct inversion technique cap-
ture the sandbar formation near-shore and the general trend of the bathymetry. However, our com-
putational method using data assimilation provides a more accurate solution and more flexibility to
incorporate more realistic fluid dynamics than linear wave theory.
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until some convergence metric is met. We found that our most accurate solution is obtained
when we only assimilate a filtered wave speed dataset. The filter removes the high frequency
oscillations due to measurement error and atmospheric fluctuations (stormy days, etc.).

We found that the numerical method typically converges in 1 – 3 iterative steps and the closer
the initial ensemble bathymetry is to the solution, the smaller the standard deviation of the iterated
solution. We also tested two parameters of the ensemble functions: the size of the ensemble and the
correlation length. Not surprisingly, we found that the solution is better when we choose the correlation
length close to the scale of the feature we are interested in capturing (i.e., sandbar formation). Our
work also found that the size of the ensemble is sensitive how close the initial ensemble is to the
true bathymetry. If we are confident in our initial ensemble, then we can run with a smaller set of
ensembles.

When compared against the industry standard method for computing the bathymetry, our com-
putational method using data assimilation provides a more accurate solution. Moreover, we have
demonstrated that the method is rather successful with even as few as four data points along the
entire solution grid of 720 points. Additionally, this method allows us to incorporate a more realis-
tic physical model of fluid interaction in order to capture more transient and dynamic regions like
estuaries and coastal inlets.

Two standard methods for inferring the bathymetry are to either (1) use the dispersion relationship
or (2) use the method implemented by the Argus imaging sensor. The sensor uses the dispersion
relationship with some additional data assimilation. For the dataset we considered, our numerically-
obtained bathymetry is closer to the true bathymetry than both of the other methods.

We also saw that the method more accurately estimates the bathymetry better when it assimilates
wave speed data than when it assimilates wave height data. We believe this is due to the fact that
the wave height data are very sparse (four data points) compared to the wave speed data (around 100
data points). More interestingly, when both pieces of information are used in the data assimilation
process the solution is not very accurate. It remains to investigate why that is the case.

Lastly, we improved the existing dispersion relationship to take into account small, uniform water
current.

6.1 Future work

The data set with which we worked was for March 6th, 2013 when a nor’easter system passed through
the East Coast and resulted in high fluctuations in the data collected and thus a ‘noisier’ dataset. It
would be interesting to see how well this method does on an atmospherically calmer day or if we had
considered a larger timescale for data assimilation. Below we discuss some of the limitations of the
current method and what we would think is worthwhile to consider in the future.

Generate an ensemble from sparse bathymetric data. The current model uses the ensemble
data generated from a given beach profile. Some of the discrete point-source sensor and satellite data,
though sparse, could be used to generate an initial bathymetry ensemble. As we have seen in our
numerical investigations, a better initial ensemble means we can use a smaller ensemble size and thus
decrease the computation time. We have gathered the data from the acoustic discrete point-source
sensors but have not yet generated ensembles from these measurements.

Incorporate shallow water fluid in model. Our current physical model works under the assump-
tion that the governing mechanism of the fluid is the surface wave dynamics. This is a fair assumption
when the water current is negligible, for example the near-shore system we considered. It is of interest
to look at inlet regions where the water current is driving the system. To model such a region we
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would need to incorporate shallow water fluid equations into the simulation.

Time evolution. At this point we are resolving the bathymetry at a fixed point in time but the
method could be further improved by allowing temporal evolution of the bathymetry. This improve-
ment would add predictive value in that we could estimate what effect a storm would have on the
bathymetry of a coastal region. This addition would require data assimilation at multiple time instants.

Incorporate tidal effects. The role of tidal changes in estimating bathymetry could also be inves-
tigated. Gravitational forces among the Earth, moon, and sun influence the levels of bodies of water,
creating periods of high and low tide. During high tide, mean sea level is increased, and during low
tide, mean sea level is decreased. The tide cycles from high to low and back to high roughly every
twelve hours. This predictability implies a feasibility of incorporating tide information into estimates
of ‘true’ mean sea level given measured data, provided that the tidal state at the time of measurement
is known. In addition to daily tidal changes, larger tidal action can be seen across the roughly 28-day
lunar cycle. During the period of spring tide, the difference between mean sea level at high tide and
that at low tide (tidal range) is higher than average. On the other hand, during the period of neap
tide the tidal range is lower than average. Incorporating knowledge of spring and neap tides with
daily high and low tide information into a model seems to be a feasible way to improve the accuracy
of measuring the true mean water depth.

2-D formulation. Lastly, a natural extension of this method would be to consider the full two-
dimensional space.

6.2 Challenges

The existing USACE Engineer Research and Development Center code database for the bathymetry
inverse problem is both substantial and in active development. Additionally, a multitude of data files
in varying formats were available for use. As such, a variety of challenges were faced through the course
of the present research, ranging from data processing to running simulations on multiple platforms.

Software installation
The code database contains code written in Python, Cython, MATLAB, FORTRAN, and C/C++, and is

accessible via a private Git repository. As a result, a great deal of software is required to be able to
obtain the code and subsequently compile and run all of the simulations. While MATLAB is available
only by license, all of the other programming software is available for free.

The Anaconda Python distribution [18] is a package designed to assist with scientific computing
in Python and Cython and was a key piece of software in the toolchain. Team members with Linux
and Mac OS X-based hardware were able to get Anaconda installed and running without issue, but
Windows-based users encountered more difficulty. Because Windows does not ship with a C/C++

compiler by default, there were issues with compiling Cython code, even after a ‘successful’ Anaconda
installation. Installing a C/C++ compiler did not resolve the issue and Windows users were still plagued
by errors and unable to compile Cython code (and, by extension, run the primary simulations). As a
workaround, Ubuntu-based Linux was installed in a virtual machine on a Windows computer. Inside
of the virtual environment, all of the required software was able to be installed successfully. Unfortu-
nately, performance suffered in the virtual environment, and simulations took prohibitively long to run.

Data processing
Some of the measurements taken by the discrete point-source sensors were corrupted: each sensor
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reported measurement times and data for a specified time period, but in certain instances the number
of times reported did not match the number of measurements. In these cases, it was not clear which
times corresponded to which measurements. These issues were handled on a case-by-case basis. If
there were more times than measured values, we truncated the list of times, corresponding to an
assumption that the sensor failed near the end of the reporting period but the clock kept ticking.
On the other hand, if there were more measurements than times, we first plotted the data to see if
there were any outliers or unexpected behaviors, which could correspond to a sensor misfire. After
accounting for those, we assumed that the clock malfunctioned and truncated the measured data to
match the times. In either case, these data corruptions and our handling of them almost certainly
introduced error into our simulations.

Similar corruption was seen in the imaging data. Since the imaging sensor reports its averaged data
every hour, there was no question about when a particular snapshot occurred; however, during the
early and late parts of the day, Argus was particularly prone to reporting NaN (not a number) values
for various data fields at certain spatial coordinates. This presumably corresponds to times when
visibility was poor, so the sensor was unable to acquire accurate photographs for analysis. Because
the imaging data were used to inform the model, NaN values had to be removed from the data set; this
gave us less data about the spatial coordinates of interest and very likely reduced the accuracy of our
simulations.

An additional challenge from the imaging data came in the way in which wave frequency and wave
number are computed by the sensors. Since waves in the real world do not behave as ideal waves, it
is virtually impossible to determine wave frequency and wave number exactly. To overcome this, the
imaging sensor computes a range of frequencies (or wave numbers) that are present in the sensed data
at a given point and then reports the four dominant values. Since both of these quantities are needed
to compute an estimate of wave speed, an intelligent way to use the acquired data to generate wave
speed values is needed; we discuss our methods in Section 4.4.

The acquired data came from a variety of sources, each using their own coordinate system. As a
result of this, care was needed to ensure that all spatial measurements were converted into the same
coordinate system before comparison and use. Moreover, we had to introduce an additional coordinate
transformation to conform with the computational grid size and convention.
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Abstract

The purpose of this report is to develop and examine metrics for character-
izing the spatial-temporal differences between two computer models, HYSPLIT
and CMAQ, which predict concentrations of ambient particulate matter with
diameter smaller than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5) due to wildfires. In addition
to actual concentration differences, the health burden discrepancy from smoke
exposure between the two models is also of interest. We examined correla-
tion, information, contour and frequency similarities between the two model
predictions. Our findings reveal both spatial and temporal trends in model
output differences, with health-based metrics, derived using Air Quality In-
dices, showing greater discrepancies in regions with high risk of wildfires and
during the peak wildfire season from May to Oct. We also find that different
concentration plumes tend to exhibit different behaviors as well. For example,
low-concentration plumes in HYSPLIT tend to split off into multiple, separated
plumes, whereas CMAQ tends to produce one large, connected plume. We also
show that differences in model outputs can have a large impact on health as-
sessment.
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1 Introduction

Wildfires pose a serious threat to public health due to their emission of particulate
matter (PM) air pollution. PM refers to the solid and liquid particles found in the
air and PM can remain suspended for prolonged periods of time. Particles with aero-
dynamic diameters smaller than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5) are of particular concern
because exposure to PM2.5 has been consistently associated with adverse cardiovas-
cular and respiratory health outcomes.

Simulations from numerical models have been used extensively in air quality re-
search. The purpose of this project is (1) to develop and apply measures of simi-
larity/dissimilarity to compare predictions of PM2.5 concentrations associated with
wildfires from different numerical models, and (2) to determine the health burden
associated with the smoke exposure footprint across the contiguous United States.
Simulations from two computer models were considered in this report: the Com-
munity Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) and the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT). CMAQ is a chemical transport model of PM2.5

developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)[1], while HYSPLIT models dispersion of
the particles emitted from a source based on their kinetic properties[6].

We applied six metrics to quantify similarities and dissimilarities of PM2.5 concen-
tration simulations from CMAQ and HYSPLIT across space and time. First, we
examined three metrics that describe the strength of association between variables:
Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman’s rank correlation, and the cosine similar-
ity. Second, we considered the normalized mutual information (NMI), which has been
used to quantify the dispersion of images [7]. We also examined the Figure of Merit in
Space (FMS), which has been used previously to examine differences between spatial
contours [4]. Finally, we considered a metric based on the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) that can help explain how similarities and dissimilarities arise from different
spatial scales.
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2 Notation

PM = Particulate Matter
PM2.5 = Particulate Matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameters
CMAQ = Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System (Model 1)
HYSPLIT = Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Modeling Sys-
tem (Model 2)
n = Size of square grid in each dimension
N = Number of observations on the square grid (N = n2)
{xi}Ni=1 = CMAQ simulated PM2.5 concentration
{yi}Ni=1 = HYSPLIT simulated PM2.5 concentration
{zXi }Ni=1 = Ranked CMAQ PM2.5

{zYi }Ni=1 = Ranked HYSPLIT PM2.5

{bXi }Ni=1 = CMAQ Data categorized by AQI
{bYi }Ni=1 = HYSPLIT Data categorized by AQI
σx = Standard deviation of X (CMAQ)
σy = Standard deviation of Y (HYSPLIT)
FMS = Figure of Merit in Space
P = Pearson correlation coefficient
S= Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
C = Cosine correlation
H(X) = Entropy of discrete random variable X
H(Y ) = Entropy of discrete random variable Y
MI = Mutual Information
NMI = Normalized Mutual Information
j = Imaginary number

√
−1

F (u1, u2) = DFT coefficients at frequencies u1 and u2

FX(u1, u2) = DFT coefficients for CMAQ at frequencies u1 and u2

FY (u1, u2) = DFT coefficients for HYSPLIT at frequencies u1 and u2

KLOW = Cutoff for DFT low frequency
KMEDIUM = Cutoff for DFT medium frequency
FLOW = DFT metric at low frequencies
FMEDIUM = DFT metric at medium frequencies
FHIGH = DFT metric at high frequencies
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Figure 1: CMAQ simulation domain RC , HYSPLIT simulation domain RH , and
largest lon-lat rectangle RT .

3 Data

For this report, two different datasets were used. The first dataset contained CMAQ
and HYSPLIT simulation outputs for each day in 2008, which included the following
variables: longitude and latitude coordinates of the simulation grid centoid, Coordi-
nated Universal Time (UTC) day in 2008, and simulated PM2.5 concentration values.
Each gridded PM2.5 value represents average PM2.5 concentration over the grid cell.
The second dataset contained a list of large fires that occurred across all 50 U.S.
states during 2008.

The following steps were conducted to obtain the final analytic dataset:

• The simulation models only provided concentration predictions over the con-
tiguous U.S states, so fires occurring in Alaska and Hawaii were not considered,
even though they are present in the fire data set.

• Since 2008 was a leap year, there were a total of 366 days. However, there
were several days missing from both datasets. CMAQ did not include from
December 31, whereas HYSPLIT did not include June 4 and December 15. To
compare these datasets at the same dates, these three days were removed from
both HYSPLIT and CMAQ, leaving 363 days of data for analysis.

• There were two major roadblocks for comparing both CMAQ and HYSPLIT,
which we describe below.
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AQI Level AQI Category PM2.5 (µg/m3 daily averages)

1 Good 0.0-12.0
2 Moderate 12.1-35.4
3 Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups 35.5-55.4
4 Unhealthy 55.5-150.4
5 Very Unhealthy 150.5-250.4
6 Hazardous 250.5+

Table 1: AQI health-risk categories by PM2.5 concentration.

First, the CMAQ and HYSPLIT simulations on overlapping regions. A plot of
these two regions (denoted as RC and RH , respectively), super-imposed on each
other, is given in Figure 1. One seemingly straight-forward approach would be
to take the overlap of RH and RC , and then compare the two models only within
this overlapping region. However, since this region would be non-rectangular,
using this overlap would require storing both the longitude and latitude of all
points in data, which would be memory intensive. For example, storing all
HYSPLIT data (with coordinates) in the overlap region would take around 4.0
GB of memory, which would be difficult to work with on laptop computers. A
quick work-around was to pick grid points from the largest overlapping rectangle
RT (see Figure 1). This allowed us to store only the HYSPLIT and CMAQ
PM2.5 values in a matrix, with the coordinates easily retrievable using row-order
and column-order. A disadvantage of this method was that boundary portions
of states on the west coast (California, Oregon and Washington), as well as
portions of the east coast were omitted, meaning the results from our report
would only be relevant within RT . Given the time constraint, we considered
only data within RT ; however, a more comprehensive analysis can easily be
done with our methodology given sufficient computational resources.

Second, CMAQ and HYSPLIT predictions are defined at different resolutions.
Specifically, CMAQ had 97,416 locations over RC , whereas HYSPLIT had only
65,741 locations over RH . We interpolated both CMAQ and HYSPLIT over
RT to obtain estimates on a sufficiently dense common grid. We found that a
grid of 300 × 300 points to be dense enough to approximate the actual data,
but sparse enough to use efficiently in the following analysis. The final dataset
therefore consisted of HYSPLIT and CMAQ interpolated concentrations on a
300×300 grid on RT over 363 days. For a given day, these datasets are denoted
as {x1, · · · , xN} and {y1, · · · , yN}, respectively, with N = 3002 = 90, 000.

In addition, we considered binning model values according to the Air Quality Index
(AQI) categorization in Table 1, which classifies health risk for a given concentration
level. AQI is developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency to provide metric
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warnings of poor air quality. The HYSPLIT and CMAQ datasets for each day were
categorized into 6 discrete levels, with 1 indicating good air quality and 6 indicating
hazardous. For example, if the HYSPLIT output xi equaled to 7.3 µg/m3, then the
categorized output, bXi , was assigned value 1 since it falls in the first AQI category.
We denote these binned observations as (bX1 , · · · , bXN) and (bY1 , · · · , bYN), respectively.

4 Exploratory Data Analysis

We first conducted exploratory analysis to better understand the spatial-temporal
trends of both HYSPLIT and CMAQ concentrations, as well as their differences.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 plot the median, 75% and 95% quantiles of PM2.5 concentrations
over time at each grid point. Similarly, Figure 5 plots the median, 75% and 95%
quantiles of HYSPLIT and CMAQ over all grid points at each day. We summarize
several points of interest.

1. Compared to CMAQ, HYSPLIT simulates much lower values at low
concentrations, while at the same time giving slightly higher values
at high concentrations.

For example, in Figure 2, we see that the 80th percentile of median values for
HYSPLIT across locations is 1.15e-4, which is considerably smaller than that
of CMAQ at 0.182. Hence, for lower concentration outputs, HYSPLIT gave
smaller values than CMAQ. However, as seen in the legend of Figure 4, the
maximum 95% HYSPLIT quantile over all coordinates (250.0) is much larger
than the CMAQ maximum (125.0). This suggests that, for high-concentration
plumes, HYSPLIT gives larger concentrations than CMAQ. In this sense, HYS-
PLIT produces more right-skewed concentrations than CMAQ.

2. HYSPLIT and CMAQ generate similar spatial trends.
Although the 80th percentile in Figures 2, 3 and 4 are different between HYS-
PLIT and CMAQ, their spatial trends are quite similar. In particular, locations
along the southeast coast and in the northwest exhibit higher concentrations,
corresponding to locations that often experience higher number of intense wild-
fires. However, some differences in concentration intensity can be detected. For
higher quantiles, HYSPLIT tends to produce higher concentrations in the north-
west, whereas CMAQ tends to produce higher concentraitons in the southeast.
These spatial differences will be of interest in verifying the performance of our
metrics later.

3. HYSPLIT produces multiple medium-sized plumes, whereas CMAQ
often outputs one large plume.
This scattering characteristic can be seen at all three quantile levels, particularly
for low concentration plumes. A metric will be provided later to quantify this
visual observation.
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Figure 2: Median concentration over time, by coordinate. Only values above the 80th
percentile (cut-off) are shown.

Figure 3: 75% quantile of concentration over time, by coordinate. Only values above
the 80th percentile (cut-off) are shown.

Figure 4: 95% quantile of concentration over time, by coordinate. Only values above
the 80th percentile (cut-off) are shown.

4. Temporal trends appear to be similar between the two methods.
From Figure 5, we see that, albeit with different concentration ranges, both
HYSPLIT and CMAQ identify peaks in wildfire activity both at the start and
end of the summer season. CMAQ, however, indicates a concentration spike
near the start of February which is not reflected by HYSPLIT. Upon further
inspection, this discrepancy is caused by high concentration plumes in the south-
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Figure 5: Median, 75% and 95% quantiles of concentration over coordinate, by day,
for CMAQ and HYSPLIT

east, meaning the difference may be of a spatial nature, not temporal.

4.1 Health Risk

We again use the AQI classification to categorize PM2.5 level into its corresponding
health risk. For the comparison of two models: CMAQ and HYSPLIT, we took
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the highest AQI value of PM2.5 in each state and day in 2008. Most of the days
had a level of 1 (which indicates good air quality), however, the mean or median of
actual concentrations would not capture this fact due to the right skew of the data.
The extreme cases of PM2.5 levels deserve further attention. Visualization is another
reason for choosing the maximum level.

(a) CMAQ (b) HYSPLIT

Figure 6: Average highest AQI level by state.

Figure 6 plots the vertical axis gives the time-averaged maximum AQI levels in each
state. Averaging over time helps eliminate the extreme AQI levels and is useful for
comparing the two models. We see that the two models give consistent AQI levels
when these levels are relatively low (less than a categorization of 3), and provide
contrasting risk levels when the categorization is equal or greater than 3. Extreme
AQI levels occur in boundary states with incomplete data, where they are cut to fit
our data selection and AQI levels for those states do vary and discretion is suggested
regarding extreme risk level.

(a) CMAQ (b) HYSPLIT

Figure 7: Average highest AQI level by day.

Figure 7 displays the state-averaged maximum AQI level by day. We see that both
models again demonstrate similar trends of average max levels, with large peaks oc-
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curring in both late October and small peaks occurring in the summer. As before, the
main difference between HYSPLIT and CMAQ occurred between January to March,
with CMAQ reporting slightly larger AQI levels than HYSPLIT. To foreshadow, the
analysis using DFT metrics also find similar conclusions.

5 Metric descriptions

5.1 Metric 1: Correlation Metrics

Correlation metrics quantify the dependence of two random variables. For this
project, we used three correlation metrics to measure the similarity and dissimilarity
between daily PM2.5 values from CMAQ and HYSPLIT simulations.

The first correlation metric is the Pearson correlation coefficient. P is computed
for each day across N = n2 locations as:

P =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

σx · σy
. (1)

The second correlation metric is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. S is
computed for each day as:

S = 1− 6
N∑
i=1

(zXi − zYi )2

N(N2 − 1)
, (2)

where zXi and zYi are the ranked scores of PM2.5 simulations from CMAQ and HYS-
PLIT, respectively.

The third correlation metric is the cosine correlation C. C is calculated for each
day as:

C =

∑N
i=1 b

X
i b

Y
i

‖bX‖‖bY ‖
, (3)

where (bX1 , · · · , bXN) and (bY1 , · · · , bYN) are the categorized CMAQ and HYSPLIT out-
puts based on AQI classification.

The three metrics assess different aspects of dependence between CMAQ and
HYSPLIT:

• P provides a measure of linear correlation between two random variables taking
on values in the closed interval [-1, 1]. If P = 1 or P = −1, this is an indication
of a perfect positive or negative linear correlation.
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• S measures if the two variables increase or decrease together (i.e. monotone cor-
relation). It can also detect nonlinear correlations. Higher values of S indicate
better monotone correlation.

• C = 0 corresponds to an angle of 90o, suggesting large differences between the
two random variables; C = 1 corresponds to an angle of 0o, suggesting the
random variables are identical. It is crucial to note that, by binning the ob-
servations according to the into the six AQI health risk categories, the cosine
correlation provides different information than the first two correlation metrics.
In particular, the first two correlations quantify how different the actual con-
centrations are between CMAQ and HYSPLIT, whereas the cosine correlation
quantifies the health-risk discrepancy between the two models. In this sense,
the cosine correlation can be seen as a health-risk metric, whereas the Pearson
and Spearman correlations can be seen as concentration metrics.

5.2 Metric 2: Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)

To describe more general discrepancy between CMAQ and HYSPLIT simulations
that is not captured by correlation metrics, we adopted Shannon entropy [15], a
similarity measurement from Information Theory. We first discretize X as in cosine
correlation according to AQI categories. For a single binned/discrete random variable
X = {bX1 , bX2 , bX3 , · · · , bXN}, define the entropy, H(X), as

H(X) = −
N∑
i=1

p(bXi ) log2 p(b
X
i ), (4)

where p(bXi ) is the discrete probability function corresponding to the discrete random
variable bXi , i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , N .

For two random variables, the Mutual Information (MI) can be calculated as

MI(X, Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y ) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

p(bXi , b
Y
j ) log2

p(bXi , b
Y
j )

p(bXi )p(bYj )
. (5)

where p(bXi ) and p(bYj ) denote the marginal probability distributions and p(bXi , b
Y
j ) is

the joint probability distribution between {bXi } and {bYj }. The corresponding proba-
bilities can be computed by

p(bXi ) =
N∑
j=1

p(bXi , b
Y
j ), p(bYj ) =

N∑
i=1

p(bXi , b
Y
j ). (6)

Note that MI = 0 when the two random variables are independent. When two
random variables are dependent, however, MI will be large, and it will have no
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upper bound. To evaluate the similarity of two images using a single metric value,
we used the Normalized Mutual Information [14]:

NMI(X, Y ) =
H(X) +H(Y )

H(X, Y )
. (7)

The above definition restricts NMI scores to be within the closed interval [1, 2]. The
closer NMI is to 1, the more independent of the two models, while the closer NMI
is to 2, the more dependent between them.

5.3 Metric 3: Figure of Merit in Space (FMS)

The Figure of Merit in Space (FMS) is calculated as the ratio between the intersection
and the union of plume areas predicted by the two models [4]:

FMS =
ACMAQ ∩ AHY SPLIT
ACMAQ ∪ AHY SPLIT

, (8)

where ACMAQ = Area of plume associated with CMAQ and AHY SPLIT = Area of
plume associated with HYSPLIT.

5.4 Metric 4: Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) metrics

The 2-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) converts a two-dimensional
function into coefficients of Fourier basis functions that uniquely fit the function
when sampled on an n× n square grid. For a function f(u1, u2) sampled on the grid{

(u1, u2)
∣∣u1 ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n};u2 ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n}

}
,

DFT is defined as:

F (v1, v2) =
n∑

u1=1

n∑
u2=1

f(u1, u2) exp

{
−2πj

(
v1u1 + v2u2

n

)}
. (9)

The variable j here is the imaginary number j =
√
−1. The set of DFT coefficients{

F (v1, v2)|v1 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}; v2 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}
}

can then be used to reconstruct

f(u1, u2) through the inverse Fourier transform:

f(u1, u2) =
1

N

n∑
v1=1

n∑
v2=1

F (v1, v2) exp

{
2πj

(
v1u1 + v2u2

n

)}
. (10)

The term frequency domain describes the domain of the original function and
spectral domain describes the domain of the coefficient amplitudes.
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Here, we wished to compare coefficient differences between the outputs for CMAQ
and HYSPLIT. Just as the binning of concentration levels in FMS allowed us to
understand model differences for low, medium and high-intensity plumes, the binning
of coefficients F (v1, v2) by basis frequencies v1 and v2 captures differences in the
two models for small, medium and large-scale plume behaviors. Large differences in
coefficients of low-frequency basis functions would suggest large plumes in one dataset
and multiple smaller plumes in the other dataset. To compare coefficient differences,
we partitioned the differences in spectral domain as follows:

n∑
v1=1

n∑
v2=1

|FX(v1, v2)− FY (v1, v2)| = FLOW + FMEDIUM + FHIGH ,

FLOW =
n∑ n∑

max{v1,v2}≤KLOW

|FX(v1, v2)− FY (v1, v2)| ,

FMEDIUM =
n∑ n∑

KLOW≤max{v1,v2}≤KMEDIUM

|FX(v1, v2)− FY (v1, v2)| ,

FHIGH =
n∑ n∑

KMEDIUM≤max{v1,v2}

|FX(v1, v2)− FY (v1, v2)| .

(11)

The three terms in this decomposition summarize amplitude differences for bases
with highest frequency in the bins [0, KLOW ), [KLOW , KMEDIUM) and [KMEDIUM , n].
The cut-offs KLOW and KMEDIUM were chosen so that each summation in the de-
composition had the same number of terms. Larger values of the metrics FLOW ,
FMEDIUM and FHIGH reflect a higher difference in amplitude for small, medium and
large plumes between the two methods. For example, if FLOW is large, then either
CMAQ or HYSPLIT has a higher amount of large-sized plumes compared to the
other.

6 Metric analysis

6.1 Correlation metrics

As mentioned previously, three correlation metrics were used: Pearson (P ), Spearman
(S) and cosine correlation (C). Figure 8 plots maps of these metrics, averaged over
time by state. A comparison of these figures reveals several interesting spatial trends
on model differences, which we summarize below:

• The first two metrics indicate that HYSPLIT and CMAQ are most similar along
the Southeast coast, particularly in Louisiana. However, the plot of Spearman
correlation (S) visually shows a greater degree of similarity along the southeast
coast than the other two metrics. Since S quantifies monotone correlation
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while P quantifies linear correlation, this means that all states on the SE coast,
except for Louisiana, are highly correlated in terms of magnitude, but not in
a linear manner. Hence, for these states, HYSPLIT and CMAQ are indeed
highly correlated in the sense that, when one model predicts concentration
increases, the other model often does as well. However, their differences cannot
be reconciled by an affine function. This appeals to intuition, since wildfires
occuring in these states have highly skewed concentration predictions from both
models. Since Pearson correlation P uses the original concentration values, it is
much more sensitive to extreme values, and may indicate near-zero correlation
if these values are present. Spearman correlation S, however, is more robust to
these extreme values, since it replaces the actual concentration with its ranked
value. In this sense, S may be a better measure of correlation than P .

• Cosine correlation, on the other hand, gives a seemingly contradictory conclu-
sion from the first two metrics. Figure 8c plots the cosine metric within each
state, averaged by day, with yellow areas indicating large number of days with
AQI = 1. We see that the cosine metric indicates that the two models are
different on the SE coast, particularly in Louisiana, and also different within
California and parts of the Northwest as well. However, it is crucial to keep
in mind that the cosine metric is binned using the health impact categories
provided by the EPA, whereas the Pearson and Spearman correlations compare
discrepancies between the actual concentration measurements. The three met-
rics therefore indicate that, while the actual measurement correlation is indeed
quite similar along the SE coast, the health impact discrepancy between these
models is quite different. This is intuitive, since for regions with low wildfire
exposure, HYSPLIT and CMAQ can differ greatly for low-concentrations, but
such differences may be immaterial for assessing health risk discrepancies. Con-
versely, for regions with high wildfire exposure, HYSPLIT and CMAQ may be
more monotonically correlated in predicting high-concentrations, but the differ-
ences in health impacts reflects differences in magnitude of exposure.

To summarize, a distinction needs to be made between the three correlation met-
rics; Pearson and Spearman metrics provide a summary of how closely related the
actual measurements between the two models are, whereas the cosine metric gives
an overview of the health impact discrepancies between HYSPLIT and CMAQ. The
former metrics can therefore be seen as concentration metrics, and the latter metric
can be seen as health metrics. For the two concentration metrics, Spearman appears
to provide a better summary of concentration correlation than Pearson, since it is
more robust to extreme measurements in high-concentration plumes. Hence, we rec-
ommend using Spearman correlation for measuring concentration discrepancies, and
cosine correlation for quantifying health risk differences between the two models.
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(a) Pearson correlation P (b) Spearman correlation S

(c) Cosine correlation C

Figure 8: Maps of correlation metrics by state, averaged over time.

6.2 Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)

We adopted the AQI cutoffs of PM2.5 from EPA to classify PM2.5 concentrations for
communicating health risks. The cutoffs are: 12, 35.5, 55.5, 150.5, 250.5, which yields
six levels. Every PM2.5 concentration value falls into one range exactly. With this cat-
egorizing technique, we transformed the PM2.5 values into integers ranging from 1 - 6.

With the definition of Normalized Mutual Information in Section 5.2, most of
the entropies can be calculated. However, there are certain cases NMI would be
undefined. To illustrate this, we use two special cases: First, if two vectors v1 and v2
are defined as

v1 = (1, 1, 1, 1), v2 = (2, 2, 2, 2),

then NMI equals 1. Likewise, if the two vectors are

v1 = (1, 1, 1, 1), v2 = (1, 1, 1, 1),

then NMI equals 2. Without the exceptions, NMI will give NA in both cases since
joint entropy will be 0 for both.

Figure 9 shows the daily average of NMI values over all locations, and Figure 10
shows the annual daily average NMI values by state.
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Figure 9: Annual daily average NMI across all locations, calculated for each day of
the year.

Figure 10: Annual daily averaged NMI by state.

From these figures, we observe that temporally, the predicted level of both models
match with large NMI values for most of the days though the year 2008, although the
concentration of PM2.5 might differ. Spatially, with data averaged across the year, we
see that only 7 out of 43 states had mean NMI values below 1.5 (Figure 10). These
include states for which we do not have complete data on (e.g., California), as well
as states for which real discrepancies may be present. The majority of the states,
however, had NMI values close to 2, indicating the two models are quite similar at
these locations.
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(a) CMAQ (b) HYSPLIT

Figure 11: NMI change rate by day.

We also examined the difference in day-to-day variation of PM2.5 from the two
models. To do this, we define the change rate of a particular day as the PM2.5

concentration on that day minus the PM2.5 concentration on the previous day. Figure
11 plots this change rate for each day. A visual inspection show a noticeable change
rate differences in the early part of the year (i.e., from Jan. to Apr.), but similar
trends during the wildfire season (i.e., May to Oct.). More specifically, for CMAQ,
changes are larger at both the beginning and end of the year, whereas for HYSPLIT,
changes do not vary as much as CMAQ, except in the summer. However, both models
report the same peaks in late October. This conclusion is consistent with the original
temporal trend observed in the exploratory analysis.

Figure 12: Normalized fire areas.

In the above Figure 12, it plots three sets of dates describing when large fires
occurred, when the fire was controlled, and when it ended. Large fires are defined
here as fires with coverage area exceeding 0.5% of the total sum of coverage areas over
all fires in the dataset. The figure shows the temporal distribution of larger fires, with
more occurrence in summer and autumn. Both CMAQ and HYSPLIT captured this
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pattern. There are some fires in the spring where CMAQ captured but HYSPLIT
did not. A drop in late September is observed in the change rate figures and the
occurrence figure.

6.3 Figure of Merit in Space (FMS)

Since FMS is computed as the overlap ratio between HYSPLIT and CMAQ given a
concentration interval, different cutoffs for these ranges may reveal interesting dis-
crepancies between the two models. Initially, we computed FMS metrics using the
classification provided by AQI, but did not achieve give any meaningful information.
This is because over 99% of the data is binned into the first AQI category, meaning
FMS was very close to 1 for this category. For the remaining 5 categories, FMS was
nearly equal to 0, since there were very few observations, and hence very few overlaps
in these ranges.

We then tried other cutoffs for the concentration to see if an interesting pattern
can be detected. Figure 13 plots the FMS scores averaged over time, by state, using
the concentration ranges [0.01 − 0.5), [0.5, 1) and [1,∞). Unlike the AQI catego-
rization, these cutoffs provide some interesting spatial discrepancies. For the low
concentration range [0.01 − 0.5), FMS appears to be lowest in the southeast and
northwest regions, meaning low-concentration contours from HYSPLIT and CMAQ
tend to disagree most in regions most susceptible to wildfires. This suggests that the
two models may indeed be quite different in capturing dispersed plumes from large
fires, an observation which is later reflected in the DFT analysis. Surprisingly, for
high concentration plumes, this spatial tendency is reversed. Locations which are
most at-risk for wildfires (i.e., the southeast and northwest) experience more overlap
than locations which are least susceptible. This makes sense intuitively, since one
expects that both methods are able to reliably pinpoint the high-concentration con-
tours resulting from the large wildfires in these regions.

It is interesting to note that the spatial trend for low-concentration FMS is the
same as that observed for the NMI metric, whereas the spatial patterns at high
concentration reflect that for the concentration metrics (e.g., Pearson correlation).
This is because a large portion of the data is binned at the lowest category for NMI,
the spatial tendencies for this category largely outweigh the trends occurring at higher
categories. In this sense, the FMS analysis at the three different contour levels provide
a breakdown of NMI at low, medium and high concentrations. The fact that FMS
at high concentrations reflects spatial conclusions from Pearson correlation is also
expected, since this correlation metric is highly sensitive to very large concentration
measurements, which occur in the northwest and southeast.
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Figure 13: Low, medium and high concentration FMS, by state.

6.4 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)

The DFT metrics FLOW , FMED and FHIG allowed us to quantify plume-size differences
and spatial connectedness between the two methods. To illustrate its effectiveness,
consider the plots in Figures 14 to 17 for HYSPLIT and CMAQ data on June 19th,
2008 in space domain, and its corresponding coefficients for the set of Fourier bases
in frequency domain. For the latter plots, coefficients near the center of the spectral
window correspond to low-frequency basis functions, and coefficients far from the
center indicate high-frequency ones. The cut-off points for categorizing low, medium
and high frequency bases are outlined directly on the spectral windows, and partition
the grid into roughly three equal parts.

Many visual differences observed in space domain can be quantified in frequency
domain. For example, we see in the space domain (Figures 14 - 15) that HYS-
PLIT plumes are visually more scattered than CMAQ plumes: CMAQ plumes form
one large, connected cloud at low-concentrations, whereas HYSPLIT plumes thin
out into multiple medium, separated clouds. The magnitude of thinning effect can
be quantified in frequency domain. Specifically, the spectral windows in Figures 16
and 17 indicate that, while both HYSPLIT and CMAQ have comparable amplitudes
at very high frequencies, HYSPLIT has higher amplitudes than CMAQ at medium
frequencies and CMAQ has higher amplitudes than HYSPLIT at low frequencies.
This suggests that, while the two models agree on magnitudes of high-frequency
plumes (perhaps the peak intensity of fires), HYSPLIT tends to separate into multi-
ple medium-sized plumes (which, from an inspection of Figure 14 and 15, tend to be
of low concentration), while CMAQ tends to cluster together into one large plume.
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Figure 14: HYSPLIT data Figure 15: CMAQ data

Figure 16: HYSPLIT absolute coef. (on
log-scale)

Figure 17: CMAQ absolute coef. (on
log-scale)

Figure 18: 2d-DFT for HYSPLIT and CMAQ data on June 19th.

By comparing the amplitude difference within each frequency category, the FFT met-
rics provide a measure of spatial connectedness of plumes produced by the two models.

We then obtained FLOW , FMED and FHIG metrics for each day in 2008. From
Figure 19, which plots these three metrics by day, the following observations can be
made:

• For each day, the amplitude differences between HYSPLIT and CMAQ are most
significant at low frequencies, followed by medium and high frequencies. In light
of the discussion for Figures 14 - 15, this suggests that the thinning behavior of
HYSPLIT for low-concentration plumes is consistent over time.
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Figure 19: FLOW , FMED and FHIG by day.

• There is also a noticeable temporal pattern for all three FFT metrics. The
metrics appear to be low from late-autumn to late-spring, and high during the
summer months. This makes sense, since the increase of wildfire occurrences in
the summer triggers an increase in low and medium-sized plumes, which then
allows for greater scattering for HYSPLIT.

6.5 Conclusion

We summarize the above findings into four main points:

1. Model discrepancies for high-concentration plumes are different than
for low-concentration plumes. This observation can be seen from the FMS
metric, in which spatial patterns reverse for low and high concentration ranges.
The three DFT metrics also reflect this conclusion, since low-frequency plumes
(which are often of low-concentration, by visual inspection) differ more between
the two methods than high-frequency plumes (which are of high-concentration).

2. There exists a spatial pattern for differences between the two models.
In particular, the Pearson and Spearman correlations suggest the two methods
are most similar in the southeast, where wildfires are most prevalent. The
cosine metric and FMI, which are binned by AQI categories, report the oppo-
site conclusion; they indicate the methods are most different in the southeast,
northwest and California. This highlights an important distinction between
our measures: cosine and FMI metrics, which are binned with AQI categories,
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reflect health-related model similarities, whereas Pearson and Spearman corre-
lations quantify actual concentration similarities. One should therefore use the
former two metrics if actual concentration differences are of interest, whereas
the latter two metrics should be used for quantifying health-risk discrepancies.

3. There also exists a temporal trend for model differences. In particu-
lar, both FFT and NMI metrics indicate that the methods are most different
during the peak wildfire season from Jun. to Oct., reflecting variation at high
concentration levels between the two models.

4. HYSPLIT produces more scattered plumes than CMAQ. At low con-
centrations, HYSPLIT tends to produce multiple, separated plumes whereas
CMAQ tends to produce one large, connected plume.

7 Health Impact Assessment

Studies have shown that there is a strong association between PM2.5 exposure and
daily hospital visits for asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, pneumonia
and bronchitis, heart failure, and chest pain [13]. In this project, we only focused on
the risk of heart failure and daily PM2.5 exposure, and compare the health impact of
the two models on health burden assessment.

To conduct health impact assessment[12], we calculated the excess number of
hospital admissions for heart failure attributed to changes in PM2.5 exposure given
by

∆y = Pop ∗ y0 (eβ∆C − 1),

where Pop is the affected population size (adults over 65), split by state; y0 is the
baseline incidence rate of heart failure; β is the concentration-response function; and
∆C is the change of PM2.5 concentration. The population and incidence rate for
adults over 65 in 2008 by state were collected from the Center of Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) [10]. County-levell risk associations, β, were provided by
an epidemiology study from 1999-2002 [11], and we averaged all counties in each
state to get state-level associations 11. Several β reported in this study were below
0, however, the confidence interval for these estimates include 0. The change in
PM2.5 concentration was given by an average of the CMAQ and HYSPLIT simulated
concentrations over each year, by state.

7.1 Health Impact Results

Figures 20 and 21 show the number of excess hospital admissions due to heart fail-
ure using CMAQ and HYSPLIT predicted PM2.5 concentrations, respectively. The

11Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming were not included in the study
due to their low populations.
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biggest difference between the models occur in the Southeast region of the U.S., re-
flecting the variation in exposure as measured by our proposed health-risk metrics.
The magnitude of difference between the health impact for CMAQ and HYSPLIT is
large. Disagreement among the two models show that consideration for variability
across different numerical models is crucial in health impact assessment.

Figure 20: The number of hospital admissions, Yc, due to heart failure using CMAQ
predicted PM2.5 concentrations in 2008.

Figure 21: The number of hospital admissions, Yh, due to heart failure using HYS-
PLIT predicted PM2.5 concentrations in 2008.
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7.2 Discussion and Future Work

In this project, we implemented measures of similarity/dissimilarity to compare daily
PM2.5 concentrations simulated using CMAQ and HYSPLIT. By using our various
metrics, we uncovered trends in the discrepancy between CMAQ and HYSPLIT both
temporally and geographically. Temporally, both models agree well, except in early
Spring and late October when wildfire activity often peaks. Geographically, in the
Northwest and Southeast regions of the U.S., HYSPLIT tends to predict lower values
when the PM2.5 concentration is low and higher values when the PM2.5 concentration
is high. It is also in these two regions that the models differ most when considering
AQI levels. Differences between the two models had large impact on health-burden
assessment, suggesting that understanding discrepancies can better quantify the un-
certainty of health risks due to wildfire-related PM2.5 exposure.

An area of future work for metrics may be to consider and optimize for different
cutoff levels in FMS and DFT measures. Additionally, more comprehensive health
impacts can be assessed by analyzing multiple outcomes, such as asthma, lung dis-
ease, and heart disease. It may also be beneficial to consider health impacts using a
more comprehensive national concentration response function, β. These conclusions
may help pinpoint locations to focus on when implementing educational programs to
raise awareness of PM2.5 exposure effects, particularly among people with pre-existing
symptoms of asthma or heart failure.
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Abstract
Recent research has shown that the microscopic communities found in people and in the environment play
a large role in human health and different diseases. A microbial community is called a microbiome, and it
is found using sequencing techniques to quantify the presence of operational taxonomic units (OTUs). The
presence of allergies and asthma have been linked to the environmental microbiome during developmental
years. This project investigates the interplay between environmental factors and the microbiome. To better
understand this relationship, three data sets are studied: OTU count data, characteristics of the home, and
diversity statistics. First, the dimension of the data was reduced through pre-processing. Several techniques,
including analysis of variance, principal component analysis (PCA) and volcano plots, are used to explore and
visualize the data. Correlation analysis on diversity statistics was also employed to explore the data. Finally,
predictive modeling was implemented to reveal associations between different home characteristics and the
microbiome. Site was determined to be the most significant factor in separating the OTU data.

1 Introduction

A new direction of research has emerged within the past several years that focuses on discovering and cate-
gorizing microbiomes. A microbiome is a full microbial community. Each human body has its own distinct
microbiome; it is estimated that microbial cells make up around 90% of the cells in and on the human body.
Recently, interest in the human microbiome has increased significantly due to findings suggesting that the
microbiome is intricately related to diseases and the overall health of the human body [?]. For example, the
microbiome of the gut has been suggested to be a predictor for infection by Clostridium difficile (C-diff) af-
ter taking a dose of antibiotics [?]. Other studies associate the human microbiome with obesity and diabetes [?].

Environments can also have distinguishing microbiomes. Dust samples from different places reveal a wide dis-
tribution of microbes, and the results vary from place to place. With this knowledge, researchers have begun to
study the microbiomes of people’s environments. Since around 69% of time is spent in the residence, the most
important environment to study is the home [?]. A connection between the microbiome and asthma or allergies
has been found through research of the home microbiome [?]. This research, done in part by Rho, Inc., has
consisted of a large study of children as they develop and the microbiomes they live in at the early stages of life.

Despite this link, researchers still do not know very much about how the microbiome is related to the ev-
eryday characteristics of a home. For instance, having a dog changes the microbiome greatly, as does living
in different cities. Therefore, the connection between the characteristics of a home and the microbiome is a
question of great interest. If this connection could be elucidated, then recommendations could be made to
new parents on how to create a beneficial microbiome and prevent their child from developing asthma or aller-
gies. In this way, this type of research is looking for primary prevention of these diseases, rather than secondary.

An OTU is a working definition of a species or group of species when using DNA sequencing. This definition is
necessary because defining a species can be difficult and using only sequence similarity, which is how OTUs are
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defined, can be much simpler [?]. The microorganisms analyzed in this paper belong to the kingdoms Archaea
and Bacteria. Due to recent advances in technology and methodology, the dust samples can be analyzed for
over 50,000 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at a time without having to deal with culturing. Because
the presence of so many OTUs can be distinguished, one of the main problems when dealing with the study
of the microbiome will be the large dimensionality of the data. Many recent advances in this area can be seen
in [?].

2 Data Description

The Urban Environment and Childhood Asthma (URECA) birth cohort collected all the data used in the
report. Mothers were recruited while pregnant and the participants were tracked for many years by surveys
and sample collection. The participants were located in four different areas: Boston, Baltimore, New York
City, and St. Louis. The abbreviations of the city names are in Table 3. Dust was collected in each of the
participants’ home when the child was one year old, and the dust was then analyzed for the presence of 51,094
different OTUs. Though more participants were involved in the study, there was a sufficient amount of dust
to analyze 277 participants. For each participant, nine additional pieces of information were recorded: house
location, house type, whether the house had water problems, and whether or not the house had dogs, cats,
rats, mice, other rodents, or cockroaches. This information will be referred to as the “home characteristics”.
The counts of each OTU in a home make up the “home microbiome” or just “microbiome”.
There are several ecological measures of diversity that were applied to the microbiome of each participant.
These are richness, Simpson index, inverse Simpson index, Shannon index, and evenness. These are referred
to as “omnibus statistics”. Richness is defined as the number of species of OTUs found in the microbiome (call
this value S). Letting pi be the proportion of the ith OTU in S, then the definitions for the other diversity
measures are as follows:

Statistic Formula

Simpson 1−
∑n
i=1 p

2
i

Inverse Simpson
1

1−
∑S
i=1 p

2
i

Shannon −
∑S
i=1 pi ln pi

Evenness
Shannon

lnS

Table 1: Formulas for diversity measures

These statistics allow a participant’s microbiome to be encompassed in a single integer. This lends itself well
to comparison between participants and comparison between home characteristics. The details for the variable
names and what they described are listed in Table 2.

The dust sample analysis included phylogenetic data as well. Whenever possible, the kingdom, phylum, class,
order, family, genus, and species were recorded for each OTU. However, most of this data is missing because
the OTUs could only be identified up to the level of phylum or class. For this reason, analysis was not done
using this information.

3 Data Pre-Processing

Before conducting any analysis, the data was pre-processed to make the results as meaningful as possible. In
the dataset home, 23 of 277 samples are incomplete – three have one or two missing values, and the remaining
20 have many missing values in a single row. Imputing too many missing values can reduce data accuracy,
so the 20 highly-missing samples were removed. The three rows with few missing values theoretically could
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Variable Description % Yes
home waterprobs Water problems in past 12 months 32

home mice Mice problems 39
home rats Rat problems 1
home roach Cockroaches in last 12 months 39
dog any Dog living at home in past year 16
cat any Cat living at home in past year 25

home rodents Problems with mice or rats 39
Variable Description # Unique

house type Type of dwelling 6
site Study site 4

Table 2: Home characteristics code book

Abbreviation City
Ba Baltimore
Bo Boston
NY New York
StL St. Louis

Table 3: Abbreviation of City Names

be imputed, but using the R package mice (Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations) [?] was too com-
putationally expensive (i.e. too slow), so the three samples were also removed. Therefore, all 23 samples
containing missing values were not considered in any analysis performed on the home dataset.

The OTU data is considered high-dimensional because the number of OTU variables was much larger than
the number of samples taken (p >> n), so dimensional reduction was also desired. This was done using the
nearZeroVar function in the caret package with default parameter values for freqRatio and percentUnique.
This method removed OTUs which had minimal variation across all 254 samples. Since the goal of the study
is to determine how different home characteristics influence the microbiome and development of asthma and
allergies, OTUs that are relatively constant among all microbiomes complicate the analysis and give very little
information to this end. This cut the number of significant OTUs down to 20,402, a 60% reduction of the
original data.

Figure 1: Heat map of OTU data. White indicates near
zero values.

Next, a heat map of the original data was
created to look at the distribution, seen in
Figure 2. This revealed the largely right-
skewed nature of the data. Another way to
display this original data is through a heat
map. Figure 1 shows a heat map of the
data after near zero variance OTUs were re-
moved, with a log scale to improve color con-
trast.

Because much of the analysis requires the data to
be as symmetric as possible, a transformation of the
data was needed which would maximize the
symmetry.

Many transformations were considered. The square root transformation and the modified log transformation,
log(data + 1), turned out to make the data the most symmetric. After being transformed, the columns were
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scaled by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Figure 2 shows the histogram of
the scaled and transformed data. Using the boxcox function in the mass packing in R, the modified log
transformation was selected as the preferred transformation, and all further analysis was completed using this
modified data set.

(a) Original data (b) Square root transformed data (c) Modified Log Transformed Data

Figure 2: Histograms of various data sets

4 Data Analysis

The analysis included two stages: exploratory data analysis, which helps illustrate general features of the
microbiome and more complex data analysis to discover relationships between particular OTUs and home
characteristics. To begin, exploratory data analysis (PCA) was done on the omnibus statistics and the home
characteristics. Using notched box plots, it was possible to decipher which home characteristics have an im-
pact on the omnibus statistics, and analysis of variance was done to verify statistical significance of these
relationships. Correlation analysis was also done on the omnibus statistics. From there, principal component
analysis was performed on the scaled data. This method allows visualization of the data in two or three
dimensions to look for the presence of clustering. The exploratory data analysis provided insight about which
home characteristics might be important before proceeding with more complex data analysis. Volcano plots
were created to determine which OTUs were significant predictors of home characteristics. Further analysis
done made use of clustering analysis, simple linear regression using particular OTUs, and predictive modeling.
These steps are detailed in the following subsections.

4.1 Relationship between Omnibus Statistics and Home Characteristics

Figure 3: Richness by site

Descriptive statistics and linear models were used to
explore the relationship between omnibus statistics
and home characteristics. Notched box plots were
used to obtain a preliminary view of differences in
omnibus statistics at different levels of home char-
acteristics. The line through the middle of each in-
dividual box is the median, and the notches are a
95% confidence interval about the median. For ex-
ample, Figure 3 demonstrates some variation in rich-
ness at different sites because there is little overlap
between the different confidence intervals. Of all om-
nibus statistics, richness conditioned on site showed
the most significant differences.
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Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the statistical significance of relationships between home
variables and the omnibus statistics. Five linear models were computed with each omnibus statistic as the
response variable and the home characteristics as the predictors. After performing the ANOVAs for each
omnibus statistic, it was determined that site was the only statistically significant variable at the 5% level,
with the exception of Simpson, for which none of the variables were significant. Tukey’s Honest Significant
Differences (HSD) test was used on the ANOVAs to assess the statistical significance of mean differences at
each home characteristic variable.

Site Mean Diff. p-value
Bo - Ba 163.67 0.99
NY - Ba -1861.44 0.018
StL - Ba 1698.13 0.0041
NY - Bo -2025.11 0.016
StL - Bo 1534.46 0.030
StL - NY 3559.57 0.00

(a) Richness

Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Bo - Ba -7.81 0.71
NY - Ba -11.49 0.52
StL - Ba 11.43 0.32
NY - Bo -3.69 0.98
StL - Bo 19.24 0.048
StL - NY 22.93 0.037

(b) Inverse Simpson

Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Bo - Ba -0.0072 0.91
NY - Ba -0.013 0.76
StL - Ba 0.020 0.19
NY - Bo -0.0053 0.98
StL - Bo 0.027 0.071
StL - NY 0.032 0.056

(c) Evenness

Table 4: Tukey’s HSD results for site

4.2 Correlation Analysis of Omnibus Statistics

The correlations between omnibus statistics were analyzed. The correlation heat map is in Figure 4, and the
corresponding table of values can be seen in the Appendix in Table 14.

Figure 4: Heatmap comparing each pair of omnibus
statistics

For each pair of omnibus statistics, a scatterplot
of the ordered pairs was created. These can be
seen in Figure 5, with the rows and columns named
along the diagonal. The diagonal boxes plot the
densities of each of the variables. Additionally, 3D
plots were created for each combination of three om-
nibus statistics. One such figure is shown in Fig-
ure 16 in the Appendix. Finally, factor analysis
was done on the diversity statistics. The results
showed that even though the five diversity statis-
tics were correlated, the dimension could not be re-
duced to one or two factors. Since the diversity
statistics already encapsulate each participant’s mi-
crobiome in only 5 variables, it is unsurprising that
they could not be further reduced to fewer dimen-
sions.

4.3 Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a method that offers both dimensional reduction, and an alternative
perspective to view data by representing the most salient features of a data set in a lower dimensional subspace.
The method constructs linear combinations of observations with possibly correlated variables, which result in
orthogonal vectors, or principal components (PCs). PCA chooses the orthogonal directions along which most
of the variance in the data is captured. These PCs are essentially an orthogonal projection of the data into a
subspace with dimension less than or equal to the number of variables, and they have a descending order of
variance, such that the lower number PCs carry the largest variance of the data. The dimension of each PC
is equal to the number of observations in the data since in fact they are a weighted average of the columns of
the data matrix. Thus, only the first few PCs are needed to represent a
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Figure 5: Scatterplot comparing each pair of omnibus statistics. Density plots are on the diagonal.

significant proportion of the variances in the data and therefore offer a reduced dimensional characteriza-
tion of the data.

More specifically, the PCs are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (or the correlation matrix for stan-
dardized data) attained by performing singular value decomposition (SVD) on the data matrix. Using the
screeplot function in R reveals the variance captured by the eigenvalues corresponding to the PCs. In prac-
tice, the PCs up to the first “elbow” are considered, or those eigenvalues up to the point where the change
in variance drops drastically. PCA was performed on both the modified log and square root transformed
versions of the data after they were centered and scaled. As illustrated in Figure 6, the elbow occurs at the
second eigenvalue, so only the first two PCs are needed to capture the best variance in the data. Alternatively,
the summary of the PCA object in R displays the cumulative proportion of the variance captured by each
PC, and the decision for how many PCs to keep can be made by using more quantitative approaches. In
the modified log and square root transformation cases, the first two PCs capture 22.39% and 20.26% of the
variance respectively, which is a relatively significant proportion taking into consideration that the data being
represented had over 20,000 variables.

(a) Log transformed data (b) Square root transformed data

Figure 6: Screeplots from PCA
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A simpler visualization of the data is offered by plotting the order pairs given by the entries of the first two
PCs. This results in the projection, or “shadow”, of the original data onto the subspace defined by the two
orthogonal directions as illustrated in Figure 6 using ggbiplot in R. Furthermore, the points in these plots
have been color coded corresponding to the site from where the samples originated, and a corresponding ellipse
encompasses the 50% confidence region of the points located in the PC space. Note that PCA has revealed
that samples sharing home site locations tend to have close relations when it comes to PC1 and PC2, which
reinforces the significant change in variance seen in the box plots of Figure 3 in Section 4.1. Though the PCA
made this revelation possible, color coding by other home characteristics did not display a clear separation in
the projected subspace, and require further analysis to investigate how the OTUs affect their relations.

(a) Log transformed data (b) Square root transformed data

Figure 7: Projection of the original data onto the subspace defined by the first two principle components.

4.4 Clustering

Through investigation, it was found that many unsupervised clustering methods, such as k-means clustering
and random forest, do not work effectively. K-means clustering partitions data points into clusters to minimize
the sum of squares within each cluster, but it only works under certain assumptions such as same variance
across all variables [?], and this condition is not satisfied.

Heatmap of Proximity Matrix
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Figure 8: Proximity heat map for random
forest method

The variance of microbiomes across samples is extremely
right-skewed, and in fact approximately 11% of the given
51,094 species have variance 1000 or higher. Hence
it is no surprise that k-means gives a poor result,
and when the number of clusters is set to 2, 3,
4, or 5, there is always one cluster of size larger
than 200 elements. What is worse is that the to-
tal within-cluster sum of squares is higher than the
between-cluster sum of squares, providing substantial ev-
idence that k-means clustering does not work in this
case.

The random forest method [?] constructs multiple decision trees,
outputs the classification results by “voting”, and provides a
proximity matrix based on how often data point pairs are clas-
sified in the same nodes. The proximity measure is from 0 to
1, so if data points are randomly assigned to two nodes, there
is a 50% chance that they are in the same node. The highest
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proximity values for different pairs are approximately 0.53, so the data points are not highly correlated with
each other. The matrix is plotted as a heat map in Figure 8; the white square at the top-right shows values
close to 0.5, so no good clustering assignments can be inferred. Only the diagonal shows proximity equal to
1.0, and this is trivial because the diagonal values store the similarity between a point and itself. Therefore,
random forest at this stage of analysis did not yield fruitful result.

4.5 Simple Linear Regression

Simple linear regression was performed to reveal associations between the presence of OTUs and different
omnibus statistics or home characteristics. We selected two OTUs, OTU 33877 and OTU 27562, because they
are particularly abundant in the homes. The analysis that follows could be repeated for any OTUs that are
found to be significant in the future.

The median counts of the two species are 65,470 and 5,951, respectively. The boxplots for the two OTUs by
site and house type are shown in Figures 9 and 10. These plots show that the number of these OTUs present
in the samples is right-skewed, and many of the plots contain outliers.

(a) Boxplot by sites (b) Boxplot by house types

Figure 9: OTU 33877

(a) Boxplot by sites (b) Boxplot by house types

Figure 10: OTU 27562

Each OTU was further analyzed to determine whether the amount of the OTU could be predicted by a
combination of the other home statistics.

4.5.1 OTU 33877

An ordinary linear model including all the home characteristics and omnibus statistics as predictors produces
aliased coefficients due to collinearity; the correlation values are shown in Table 14 in the Appendix. Therefore,
backward selection was performed to reduce the number of predictors, and the remaining variables were found
to be site, house type, richness, and invsimpson. Additionally, the variable richness showed a funnel
shape when plotted against the number of OTU 33877, so a quadratic term is added. The case of invsimpson
is similar.

The four linear models in Table 5 are compared using ANOVA. By adding site information to Model 1, the
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explanation power significantly increases. With this change, the house type variance is also accounted for,
and the residual sum of squares decreases by 8%. It also appeared that the quadratic term of richness was
insignificant, so another model was done without this term (Model 4). The ANOVA comparison results show
little difference in model results between Model 3 and 4 (p-value = 0.565). Therefore, the 4th model is the
best. Not all sites or house types have meaningful (converging) coefficients, but it was seen that the number
of OTU 33877 increases by 11.379± 1.621 (95% confidence interval) when richness increases by one unit.

Models Equations Adjusted R2

Model 1 OTU 33877 ∼ richness + richness2 + invsimpson + invsimpson2 0.2022

Model 2 OTU 33877 ∼ site + richness + richness2 + invsimpson + invsimpson2 0.2402

Model 3 OTU 33877 ∼ site + house type + richness + richness2 + invsimpson + invsimpson2 0.2878
Model 4 OTU 33877 ∼ site + house type + richness + invsimpson + invsimpson2 0.2900

Table 5: Model results

4.5.2 OTU 27562

The simple linear model does not converge, and the adjusted R2 for all models attempted is less than 5%. It
was shown however that home mice is significant in predicting the amount of OTU 27562, according to the
individual t-test (p-value 0.0052). The boxplot in Figure 11 illustrates that the presence of mice is associated
with lower numbers of OTU 27562.

Figure 11: Boxplot by presence of mice for OTU 27562

4.6 Volcano Plots

Volcano plots are scatterplots that show the statistical significance versus the mean difference. Each OTU is
represented by points on the plot, and each plot is associated with one binary variable.

In this section, volcano plots of home characteristics and sites are explored. The x-axis is the log odds
associated with a binary variable, and the log odds are defined as below for a certain OTU species:

log odds = log

(
average OTU counts with variable = “yes”

average OTU counts with variable = “no”

)
The y-axis is the negative log of p-values, where the p-values are obtained from individual t-tests which compare
the average OTU counts (based on the binary variable). Note that log refers to the natural logarithm.
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4.6.1 Home Characteristics

There is a volcano plot for each binary variable – cat any, dog any, home mice, home roach, home rodents,

home waterprobs (water problems). The variable home rats was excluded because only three “yes” responses
are present, compared with 251 “no” responses.

Figure 12 shows all six volcano plots corresponding to the binary variables. Above the red line indicates p-
value < 0.05, i.e. statistical significance. Outside the region formed by the two blue lines implies the absolute
value of log odds was larger than 2, i.e. at least e2 ≈ 7.387 times different in the average counts. Points
(OTUs) that meet both criteria are considered “of interest” because they show statistically and practically
significant difference with respect to the binary variable. These points are located in either the top-right or
the top-left of the figures, and they are marked as solid green circles.

Figure 12: Volcano plots for each binary variable

The intersection matrix of OTUs for each variable is given in Table 6. Each variable has a corresponding
group of OTUs “of interest”, and the intersections of groups show how many OTUs they share. The OTUs of
interest are the same for mice and rodents, presumably because mice are a type of rodent. All other variables
share few OTUs, showing that most binary variables are dissimilar.

4.6.2 Sites

The volcano plots with respect to all four sites (Baltimore, Boston, New York, and St. Louis) are shown in
Figure 13, and the format is similar to the one described in the previous section, but above the red line means
p-value < 10−6. Each site is treated as a binary variable, so the OTU counts are compared at one site versus
all other sites. Since count data are used, the OTU data are not transformed.
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Cat Dog Mice Roach Rodents Water
Cat 84 13 2 0 2 1
Dog 13 322 3 3 3 4
Mice 2 3 138 1 138 1

Roach 0 3 1 51 1 1
Rodents 2 3 138 1 138 1
Water 1 4 1 1 1 18

Table 6: Intersection matrix of OTUs for each binary variable

The intersection matrix is given in Table 7. The New York site has more than 1,000 OTU species associated
with it; Boston and St. Louis sites have between 100 and 500; Baltimore has less than 10 OTU species that
are statistically of interest. A large proportion of the OTUs at each site are shared with other locations. For
example, 35 of the 47 total OTUs associated with St. Louis are shared with New York.

Figure 13: Volcano plots for each site vs OTUs

Baltimore Boston New York St. Louis
Baltimore 7 5 3 5

Boston 5 311 180 36
New York 3 180 1231 35
St. Louis 5 36 35 47

Table 7: Intersection matrix of OTUs for each site

5 Predictive Modeling

The high dimensional nature of this data set lends itself well to the elastic net method. An l1 regularized
logistic regression would be a natural choice for predicting the binary outcome variables, but one issue with
this penalty is its treatment of correlated predictors. For example, if a group of predictors is highly correlated,
an l1 penalized regression might only select one variable from this group. Elastic net blends l1 and l2 penalties,
which allows for variable selection along with the de-correlating properties of an l2 penalty. For a penalized
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logistic regression, elastic net solves the following optimization problem [?]:

min
β0,β
−

N∑
i=1

[
yi(β0 + βTxi) + log(1 + exp{β0 + βT })

]
+ λ

(1− α)‖β‖22/2 + α

p∑
j=1

|βj |

 (1)

Before fitting any linear models, the findCorrelation function in the caret package [?] was used to remove
696 OTUs with high pairwise correlations. Seven elastic net logistic regressions were fit with each home
characteristic variable as the response and all 19,560 remaining OTUs as the predictors. A multinomial
logistic regression with an elastic net penalty was performed on the site variable. A categorical variable G
with K > 2 levels has a multinomial distribution. Instead of choosing a reference class and calculating multiple
logistic regressions, the probability that G equals a particular class l is modeled as [?]:

Pr(G = l|x) =
exp{β0l + xTβl}∑K
k=1 exp{β0k + xTβk}

(2)

The reason for the parameterization is that coefficients can be calculated for each class. The objective function
has two parts: a log likelihood and a penalty function.

min
β0,β
− 1

N

N∑
i=1

(
K∑
k=1

yik(β0k + xTi βk)− log

(
K∑
k=1

exp{β0k + xTi βk}

))
+ λ

(1− α)‖β‖22/2 + α

p∑
j=1

|βj |

 (3)

The α and λ elastic net parameters were tuned over a grid using the train function in caret [?]. Higher
values of α correspond to higher weights on the l1 penalty and lower values correspond to higher weights on
the l2 penalty. Five-fold cross validation was repeated three times for each regression. Table 8 presents results
for binary home characteristics and site. The positive and negative columns in Table 8 (b) are the number
of positive and negative coefficients, respectively. The values of these coefficients are in Tables 18 - 21 in the
Appendix. All counts for the number of OTUs selected include the intercept. The elastic net algorithm did not
converge for house type, possibly due to too few class counts for certain house types during cross validation.
The rats home characteristic variable only had three “Yes” responses to 251 “No” responses, so it was not
used as a predictor.

Variable α λ # OTUs Selected
Dog 0.55 0.037 106

Roach 0.55 0.14 41
Water 1.0 0.076 23
Mice 0.55 0.14 36
Cat 0.55 0.017 166

Rodents 0.10 0.014 1289

(a) Binary variables

Site # OTUs Selected # Positive # Negative
Baltimore 49 38 11

Boston 36 32 4
New York 28 20 8
St. Louis 36 34 2

α = 0.55 & λ = 0.024

(b) Site variable

Table 8: Elastic net results

No OTU was selected across all sites. However, OTU 22595 was selected for both Baltimore and St. Louis.
Table 9 shows the number of intersected OTUs between all pairwise combinations of the binary home charac-
teristics. All counts have the intercept removed.

The counts in Table 9 were compared to the results from computing the individual simple linear regressions
with each OTU as the response variable and the various home characteristics as the predictor. Table 10
presents the number of OTUs that were found to be significant for both methods, for each home characteristic
variable.
The predictive ability of elastic net was assessed by splitting the data into training and test sets then evaluating
precision, recall and the F1 score. For each home characteristic, 70% of the data was randomly permuted into
the training set with the remaining in the test set. The coefficients found by training the model on 70% of the
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Cat Dog Mice Roach Rodents Water
Cat 165 0 0 0 22 0
Dog 0 105 0 0 10 0
Mice 0 0 35 0 35 0

Roach 0 0 0 40 4 0
Rodents 22 10 35 4 1288 3
Water 0 0 0 0 3 22

Table 9: Number of intersected OTUs from elastic net

Cat Dog Mice Roach Rodents Water
Count 9 23 7 4 47 2

Table 10: Number of intersected OTUs from elastic net and simple linear regressions

data were used to predict outcomes in the test set. Classes were chosen by selecting the site with the highest
probability. Precision, recall and F1 are defined as:

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn

F1 = 2× precision× recall

precision + recall

where tp is the number of true positives (predict “Yes” when true outcome is “Yes”), fp is the number of false
positives (predict “Yes” when true outcome is “No”) and fn is the number of false negatives (predict “No”
when true outcome is “Yes”). The results for precision, recall F1 as well as the confusion table for site are
presented in Table 11. Predicted outcomes in the confusion table are in bold text.

Variable Precision Recall F1

Cat 0.69 0.50 0.58
Dog 0.63 0.42 0.50
Mice 0.61 0.63 0.62

Roach 0.50 0.23 0.32
Rodents 0.60 0.40 0.48
Water 0.42 0.33 0.37

(a) Binary variable accuracy measures

Ba Bo NY StL
Ba 22 0 0 0
Bo 0 15 0 0
NY 0 0 10 0
StL 1 0 0 23

(b) Confusion table for site

Table 11: Elastic net prediction results

Logistic regression with an elastic net penalty provides predictive accuracy and variable selection, but other
methods could outperform elastic net with regards to prediction. The support vector machine (SVM) is also a
shrinkage method that can be used with high dimensional data, but its coefficients can be difficult to interpret.
The predictive power of SVM was assessed by once again dividing the data into 70% training and 30% test
sets, then calculating precision, recall and the F1 score.

Table 12 shows that the performance of SVM is unsatisfactory for the binary variables. For three of the home
characteristic variables, all observations were predicted to be “No”, which resulted in division by zero when
calculating precision and F1. “NaN” in this table stands for not a number. The misclassification error for
site is about 21% and the confusion table is reported in Table 12. Predicted outcomes are in bold text. The
predictive ability of SVM is worse than elastic net but is still acceptable.
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Variable Precision Recall F1

Cat NaN 0 NaN
Dog NaN 0 NaN
Mice 0.63 0.17 0.26

Roach 0.60 0.20 0.30
Rodents 0.88 0.23 0.37
Water NaN 0 NaN

(a) Binary variable accuracy measures

Ba Bo NY StL
Ba 19 2 5 3
Bo 0 14 0 0
NY 0 0 5 0
StL 5 0 0 20

(b) Confusion table for site

Table 12: Support vector machine prediction results

The random forest algorithm was used as a classification method to model the home characteristics such
as the dog ownership versus the OTU counts. Random forests is an ensemble learning method that produces
many classification trees rather than a single tree. One benefit of this method is its ability to handle large
numbers of variables without deletion and to give a measure of variable importance which is useful for model
selection.

This type of algorithm is especially useful when backward variable selection is not appropriate. When we
fit random forests with the training data set (approximately two-thirds of the data), we use bootstrapping to
draw samples with replacement from the data set to grow the current tree. The remaining one-thirds of the
data is used to get an unbiased estimate of classification error as trees are added to the forest. For our random
forest classification we created 254 trees with 70% of the data as training data and 30% of the data as test
data. The results for precision, recall, and the F1 score are listed below. The misclassification error rate for
the confusion table is about 10%.

Variable Precision Recall F1

Cat 0.86 0.67 0.75
Dog 0.80 0.33 0.47
Mice 0.64 0.53 0.58

Roach 0.67 0.60 0.63
Rodents 0.81 0.57 0.67
Water 0.50 0.17 0.25

(a) Binary variable accuracy measures

Ba Bo NY StL
Ba 21 0 2 1
Bo 0 15 0 0
NY 0 1 8 0
StL 3 0 0 22

(b) Confusion table for site

Table 13: Random forest prediction results

The variable importance plot is a critical output of the random forest algorithm. It shows the importance of
each OTU in the data matrix in classifying the data. Figure 17 in the Appendix shows each OTU on the y-axis,
and their importance on the x-axis. They are ordered top-to-bottom as most- to least-important. Therefore,
the most important OTUs are at the top and an estimate of their importance is given by the position of the
dot on the x-axis. OTU 8680 was the most important OTU for sites according to Figure 17.

The function partialPlot in randomForest [?] package in R was used to create partial dependence plot which
gives a graphical depiction of the marginal effect of a specific OTU on the site probability. OTU 8680 was
chosen from variable importance plot to be the OTU of choice. This function was run for the four different
sites, Baltimore, Boston, New York, and St. Louis; the plots are depicted in Figure 14. Random forest is
a non-parametric model and as it is apparent from Figure 14 a non linear relationship exists between the
probability of a specific site with respect to the log transformed OTU 8680 counts.
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Figure 14: Random forest partial plots

6 Summary and Future Work

6.1 Results

The omnibus statistics provided information as an overview of the OTU data, and they shared common traits
throughout the sample data as they showed a high correlation within the different statistical measurements.
The richness statistic inferred that the site location carried the largest difference in variance. Exploration
of the data made use of PCA to probe deeper into the details of the OTU data, and to offer an alterna-
tive perspective to view the high dimensional data set. Doing so confirmed that the site locations to be the
home characteristic that most captured the largest differences in the microbiome composition. This means
that the city location of a household most greatly impacts the presence or absence of particular OTUs in
the microbiome. To explore the other home characteristics, simple linear regression was applied to two OTUs
(OTU 33877 and OTU 27562) that were particularly abundant throughout the sampled data, and the diversity
statistics were used as predictors. Though these models did not converge, it was shown that the presence of
mice in a home was associated with lower numbers of OTU 27562.

Using volcano plots revealed those OTUs that had statistically and practically significant differences with
respect to the binary variables, and that indeed each home characteristic is associated with particular sub-
sets of OTUs. Furthermore, the data intersections among the OTUs was highest among mice and rodents,
meaning that samples with mice and/or rodents share similar OTUs. This was not the case for the other
binary variables associated with home characteristics, and so the OTUs associated with dogs, cats, roaches,
and water damage were not shared among samples. Binary representations of the home site locations were
also considered for making volcano plots by taking each city versus the other three cities. Focusing on the sites
highlighted the number of OTUs associated to each city, while indicating that the same OTU sets were not
shared among cities. New York and Boston were found to be most significantly affected by a lack of OTUs,
further reinforcing previously claims on the variance of OTUs between different sites.

Predictive models were fit to the OTU data in order to test the ability of the microbiome configuration to
infer home characteristics. To create a test case scenario, 70% of the data was use to train the models and
tune parameters, while their prediction capability was tested with the remaining 30%. Elastic net logistic
regression was fit using five-fold cross validation, where seven home characteristics were set as responses (rats
home characteristics were omitted, and the approach did not converge for house types), and 19,560 OTUs were
set as predictors (696 OTUs were omitted due to high pairwise correlation). By doing so, OTUs associated
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with each home characteristic were successfully identified. As motivated by the data exploration analysis,
further predictive analysis revealed more detail about positive or negative affect of OTUs in selecting the
home site location. The predictive modeling also shed light on the uniqueness of the OTUs associated with
each home characteristic, in that no OTUs were selected across all sites, however one OTU was selected for
both Boston and St. Louis. The number of intersected OTUs via elastic net was also compared to those from
the simple linear regression, . Finally, the predictive capability of the elastic net model yielded only one OTU
being misclassified to the wrong site location. The same procedure was repeated using SVM, which yielded
acceptable results, though not as good as elastic net.

The random forest classification method was used to model different home characteristics against the OTU
frequency counts. This approach suggested that non-linear relationships exist between the site probabilities
and the most statistically significant log transformed OTU. Also, the prediction results from random forest
are similar to elastic net results, which is further confirmation of strong association between sites and OTUs.

6.2 Conclusion

OTU data originating from the URECA birth cohort study was analyzed to study the connections between the
microbiome found in bedroom dust samples and their corresponding home characteristics with the ultimate
intention of identifying those members in the microbiome responsible for asthma and allergy development or
prevention. For this stage of the study, the objective was to make connections between OTUs and the home
characteristics of the collected samples (e.g. which OTUs are associated with a home having dogs, etc.). The
omnibus statistics were first considered to achieve an understanding of the samples with an overall representa-
tion of the OTU data, and correlation analysis on this portion of the data directed the focus towards attempts
at separating the data by home characteristics.

Next, the detailed OTU data was considered, though it first required some processing. Samples with missing
home characteristics OTUs displaying near zero variance were removed, leaving 277 homes and 20,402 OTUs
to be considered for analysis. This offered a near 60% reduction from the original OTU data set, which aided
the high-dimensional nature of the problem, though it did not completely cure the fact that we have far more
variables than samples. In order to improve the right-skewed nature of the data, a modified log transforma-
tion was selected for improving the symmetry of the data, and to achieve a resemblance closer to a normal
distribution. This reduced and transformed data was then appropriate to be used for the analysis that followed.

Upon conducting exploratory analysis through correlation analysis on the omnibus statistics, the site locations
were the home characteristic that stood out the most in terms of differences in microbiome configurations.
PCA confirmed this, and showed promise for separability when considering some sites, though there may be
some non-orthogonal relations that would explain the separations better. Simple linear regression analysis
also reinforced the idea of uniqueness in OTUs between site locations.

Finally, attempts for predictive modeling returned promising results with encouraging success rates at iden-
tifying the site location when using microbiome configuration as predictors. Using the elastic net approach
also suggested that none of the considered OTUs were shared among sites, which provided further support to
the idea of sites associating with separate groups of OTUs in the microbiome. Using other approaches such
as SVM and random forest returned similar results that were acceptable, but not as successful as elastic net,
which was identified as most suitable for the high-dimensional data being analyzed.

6.3 Future Work

For each observation in this study, the count of each OTU was reported. Methods have been developed for
variable selection in high dimensional compositional data, which treats the variables in each observation as
proportions of a whole [?]. Future work should explore the application of these methods to this data set.
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Principal component analysis was used to visualize the data in lower dimensions and assess separability in the
site variable. The principal components can be used in conjunction with prediction techniques such as logistic
regression and support vector machine to perform prediction in a lower dimensional subspace. In addition,
canonical correlation analysis and its sparse analog can also be used to further investigate the correlation
structure of the OTUs.

The analysis in this paper did not utilize the OTU class characteristics such as the phylum. Future work could
investigate the commonalities in phylogenetic traits between the OTUs selected by elastic net. In addition,
variants on group lasso could be used to perform variable selection along the OTU class characteristics.
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7 Appendix

Figure 15: Heat map of OTU data with near zero variance OTUs removed

richness shannon simpson invsimpson evenness
richness 1.00 0.60 0.31 0.43 0.29
shannon 0.60 1.00 0.81 0.79 0.93
simpson 0.31 0.81 1.00 0.57 0.83

invsimpson 0.43 0.79 0.57 1.00 0.76
evenness 0.29 0.93 0.83 0.76 1.00

Table 14: Correlation between diversity statistics

Site Mean Diff. p-value
Bo - Ba -0.032 0.99
NY - Ba -0.22 0.35
StL - Ba 0.32 0.011
NY - Bo -0.18 0.55
StL - Bo 0.35 0.012
StL - NY 0.54 0.00

(a) Shannon

Site Mean Diff. p-value
Bo - Ba 0.0042 0.81
NY - Ba 0.0012 0.99
StL - Ba 0.010 0.087
NY - Bo -0.0030 0.95
StL - Bo 0.0059 0.60
StL - NY 0.0088 0.36

(b) Simpson

Table 15: Tukey’s HSD results for site

Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Water 1036.71 0.64
Mice 265.53 0.51
Rats -176.53 0.92

Roach 237.65 0.56
Dog -188.95 0.73
Cat 151.31 0.74

(a) Richness

Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Water 0.12 0.16
Mice -0.0042 0.96
Rats -0.96 0.80

Roach 0.12 0.15
Dog 0.019 0.87
Cat 0.13 0.18

(b) Shannon

Table 16: Tukey’s HSD results
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Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Water 0.0070 0.054
Mice -0.00060 0.86
Rats 0.00024 0.99

Roach 0.0039 0.26
Dog 0.0027 0.56
Cat 0.0042 0.28

(a) Simpson

Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Water 2.79 0.62
Mice -0.17 0.98
Rats 5.34 0.83

Roach 6.68 0.22
Dog -5.33 0.47
Cat 11.40 0.065

(b) Inverse Simpson

Variable Mean Diff. p-value
Water 0.013 0.14
Mice -0.0021 0.80
Rats -0.013 0.71

Roach 0.012 0.14
Dog 0.0013 0.90
Cat 0.014 0.13

(c) Evenness

Table 17: Tukey’s HSD results

Figure 16: 3D Plot comparing Shannon index, richness, and inverse Simpson index

Variable Coefficient
1 int 0.71
2 otu 38331 0.43
3 otu 36477 0.37
4 otu 40751 0.29
5 otu 25773 0.29
6 otu 43266 0.23
7 otu 30983 0.23
8 otu 23267 0.16
9 otu 551 0.16

10 otu 8680 0.15
11 otu 208 -0.14
12 otu 2203 0.14
13 otu 3510 0.11
14 otu 16727 0.11
15 otu 17253 -0.11
16 otu 46873 0.10

Variable Coefficient
15 otu 17253 -0.11
16 otu 46873 0.10
17 otu 20483 0.09
18 otu 39826 0.09
19 otu 46410 0.09
20 otu 41940 0.08
21 otu 32717 0.07
22 otu 36748 0.05
23 otu 23364 0.05
24 otu 36899 0.05
25 otu 30475 -0.05
26 otu 47865 0.05
27 otu 25987 -0.04
28 otu 47479 0.04
29 otu 44150 0.04
30 otu 5837 0.04
31 otu 50722 0.04
32 otu 34904 0.03

Variable Coefficient
33 otu 1478 -0.03
34 otu 4959 0.03
35 otu 29222 -0.02
36 otu 19118 -0.02
37 otu 23509 0.01
38 otu 31600 0.01
39 otu 29300 0.01
40 otu 22595 0.01
41 otu 46140 -0.01
42 otu 41417 0.01
43 otu 40582 0.01
44 otu 47867 -0.00
45 otu 33873 -0.00
46 otu 22781 0.00
47 otu 45119 -0.00
48 otu 41493 0.00
49 otu 3574 0.00

Table 18: Elastic net coefficients for Baltimore
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Variable Coefficient
1 otu 32505 0.42
2 int -0.36
3 otu 5955 0.19
4 otu 47462 0.19
5 otu 19602 0.18
6 otu 44431 0.18
7 otu 24883 0.17
8 otu 50697 0.15
9 otu 30298 0.14

10 otu 36013 0.11
11 otu 50764 0.10
12 otu 28823 0.10

Variable Coefficient
13 otu 32235 0.09
14 otu 40942 -0.09
15 otu 37958 -0.08
16 otu 45219 0.07
17 otu 8642 0.06
18 otu 34021 0.06
19 otu 24863 0.05
20 otu 42163 0.03
21 otu 35547 0.03
22 otu 138 0.02
23 otu 22517 0.02
24 otu 42931 0.02

Variable Coefficient
25 otu 11863 0.02
26 otu 17892 -0.02
27 otu 32954 0.02
28 otu 38943 0.02
29 otu 1862 0.01
30 otu 42373 0.01
31 otu 16188 0.01
32 otu 10134 0.01
33 otu 581 0.01
34 otu 32800 0.00
35 otu 14350 0.00
36 otu 49776 0.00

Table 19: Elastic net coefficients for Boston

Variable Coefficient
1 int -0.87
2 otu 29154 0.57
3 otu 28857 0.31
4 otu 12633 0.30
5 otu 4203 0.18
6 otu 28230 0.16
7 otu 9102 0.09
8 otu 12599 0.08
9 otu 17168 0.07

10 otu 12257 0.07
11 otu 34017 -0.07
12 otu 36973 0.06
13 otu 33940 0.06
14 otu 47167 0.06

Variable Coefficient
15 otu 7108 -0.06
16 otu 30394 0.05
17 otu 32946 0.05
18 otu 14742 0.04
19 otu 31200 -0.04
20 otu 13752 0.03
21 otu 41586 0.03
22 otu 26370 -0.03
23 otu 26085 0.02
24 otu 4251 0.02
25 otu 6165 0.01
26 otu 31 -0.01
27 otu 44358 -0.01
28 otu 31831 -0.01

Table 20: Elastic net coefficients for New York

Variable Coefficient
1 int 0.52
2 otu 10852 0.46
3 otu 46521 0.33
4 otu 30194 0.26
5 otu 22120 0.25
6 otu 15105 0.25
7 otu 9940 0.19
8 otu 32493 0.17
9 otu 801 0.16

10 otu 21965 0.15
11 otu 19195 0.14
12 otu 5862 0.14

Variable Coefficient
13 otu 49957 0.13
14 otu 14651 0.13
15 otu 5764 0.11
16 otu 32052 -0.11
17 otu 885 0.11
18 otu 39473 0.10
19 otu 22595 -0.09
20 otu 48213 0.09
21 otu 25876 0.07
22 otu 259 0.06
23 otu 48534 0.06
24 otu 42860 0.05

Variable Coefficient
25 otu 47935 0.04
26 otu 38852 0.04
27 otu 34228 0.04
28 otu 27147 0.03
29 otu 32832 0.03
30 otu 20546 0.03
31 otu 14948 0.02
32 otu 19183 0.02
33 otu 39834 0.02
34 otu 46551 0.01
35 otu 33140 0.01
36 otu 10561 0.00

Table 21: Elastic net coefficients for St. Louis
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Figure 17: Variable importance plot
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Listing 1: Function for training the model
trainfit <- function(var_name , x, y, folds , repeats , std){

#x is the matrix with predictors

#y is the matrix with response(s)

#select a response by setting var_name = "response", for example ,

var_name = "dog_any"

#folds is the number of folds for cross validation

#repeats is the number of times to repeat CV

#set std = 1 for standardization , std = 0 for no standardization

#x matrix with intercept for selecting column names of nonzero

predictors

x_int <- cbind(int = rep(1, dim(x)[1]), x)

nlevels <- length(levels(y[,var_name ]))

if(nlevels > 2){

fam <- "multinomial"

}

else{

fam <- "binomial"

}

fitControl <- trainControl(method = "repeatedcv", number = folds ,

repeats = repeats)

glmfit <- train(x = x, y = y[,var_name], method = "glmnet", trControl =

fitControl , standardize = std , family = fam)

fit.std <- glmfit

if(nlevels <= 2){

coef.std <- coef(fit.std$finalModel , s = fit.std$finalModel$lambdaOpt)

nzero.std <- coef.std != 0

totnzero.std <- sum(nzero.std)

indnzero.std <- colnames(x_int)[which(nzero.std)]

}

else{

totnzero.std <- NULL

indnzero.std <- NULL

}

#tot is the total number of non -zero predictors

#ind is the column names of non -zero predictors

#model.fit is the object returned by train

return(list(tot = totnzero.std , ind = indnzero.std , model.fit = fit.std

, optimal_param = glmfit$bestTune))

}
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#example use

#dog_caret <- trainfit (" dog_any", x, y, folds = 5, repeats = 3)

Listing 2: Function for prediction
source (" trainfit.R")

prediction <- function(var_name , x, y){

cdp <- createDataPartition(y = y[,var_name], times = 1, p = .7, list =

FALSE)

train_y <- y[cdp ,]

train_x <- x[cdp ,]

test_y <- y[-cdp ,]

test_x <- x[-cdp ,]

train_roach <- trainfit(var_name , x = train_x , y = train_y , folds = 5,

repeats = 3, std = 1)

pred_roach <- predict(train_roach$model.fit$finalModel , newx = as.matrix

(test_x),

s = train_roach$model.fit$finalModel$lambdaOpt ,

type = "response ")

pred_val <- as.matrix(round(pred_roach))

miscl_table <- as.matrix(table(pred_val ,test_y[,var_name ]))

prec <- miscl_table [2 ,2]/( miscl_table [2,2] + miscl_table [2,1])

rec <- miscl_table [2 ,2]/( miscl_table [2,2]+ miscl_table [1,2])

ff <- 2*( prec*rec)/(prec+rec)

return(list(miscl_table = miscl_table , precision = prec , recall = rec ,

f_score = ff))

}
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